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Discussion not allowed

RA accepts new budget in surprise vote
by Mark Lewis
Staff Reporter

Protesters leave Washington’s Malcolm X Park. Student/Scarpaci.

Bates group joins Washington
El Salvador demonstration
Bates Student photographer
Peter Scarpaei traveled on assign¬
ment to Washington D. C. last week¬
end to cover the protest against
continued military aid to El Salva¬
dor, in which eight Bates students
and faculty members took part He
filed this report:
WASHINGTON, D.C.—Park
Service police estimated 23,000 pro¬
testors marched in Saturday’s dem¬
onstration against continued aid to
El Salvador; the organizers said that
over 80,000 people were present.
Whichever estimate was closer to the
truth, the rally was a solid sign of
opposition toward Reagan Admin¬
istration policies toward that small
Central American country.
Seven Bates students and one pro¬
fessor were among the Maine con¬
tingent to the rally, traveling by car
and by bus and leaving early Friday
evening with 50 other protesters
from Brunswick, Portland, Au¬
gusta, Waterville and Bath. The long
ride allowed people to exchange life
stories and discuss their politics.
The Washington protest was
organized by a coalition of groups
opposing U.S. military involvement
in El Salvador. They included the
Committee in Solidarity with the
People of El Salvador, the Ameri¬
can Indian Movement, Clergy and
Laity Concerned, the International
Treaty Council and the Women’s
Pentagon Action Group.
The protesters arrived in Wash¬
ington to a sunny but chilly and
windy day to join the long line of
people filing into Malcolm X Park,

where the rally was to begin. Speak¬
ers included Iranian, black, Polish,
gay and lesbian interest groups and
Viet Nam veterans. The event
appeared well-organized with differ¬
ent parts of the park representing
specific regions of the United States.
Overall, East Coast states domi¬
nated the rally.
The Spartacists, a leftist-imperial¬
ist group supporting the Salvado¬
rean guerillas, were not allowed into
the park, but as the group grew in
size they charged the peace coalition.
There were some struggles but no
(Continued on Page 8)

In a surprise decision, the Repre¬
sentative Assembly (RA) voted
Monday night to accept the RA
Budget Committee’s revised bud¬
get.
The original budget proposal
was rejected last week amidst criti¬
cism that it was not fair to all
organizations involved. Much of
the controversy at that time cen¬
tered around decreased allocations
for the Afro-Am Society, the Cam¬
pus Association (CA), the Bates
Arts Society, and the Forum on
Human Awareness, and increases
for the RA and the Government
Club.
Under the new budget, AfroAm, and CA will receive smaller
cuts than originally planned, while
the RA and the Government Club
will get smaller increases. The Arts
Society will still be cut as originally
planned, while the forum on
Human Awareness will receive no
change from last year. The new
budget is still subject to final ratifi¬
cation by the Extracurricular
Activities
Committee (EAC),
which meets on Tuesday.
The budget was the only item
considered at Monday’s brief
meeting. At that meeting after a
proposed grievance procedure was
outlined, a motion to reject the new
budget was made, and was
defeated. Immediately after that,
representative Bill Zafirson moved
to approve the budget. This propsal was approved by a narrow 15 to
13 margin, and the meeting was
adjourned with no further discus¬
sion.
Leaders of several campus
organizations said they were sur¬
prised at the brevity of the meeting.
CA Vice President Tom Hildreth
said, “I felt really embarrassed to
say I go to this school. It’s a traversy of justice. Almost the same
budget as last week was passed one
week later without a single word of
discussion.”

This Week
Page 9.
Inside The Student this week:
A complete report on the rally in
A report on the Debating Team’s
success at the the National Novice Washington D.C. against continued
Championship Tournament in U.S. aid to El Salvador, with more
photos and stories by The Student’s
Detroit last week. Page 4.
More on the battle of the budget correspondent.
More spring previews in Sports,
appears throughout today's Stu¬
with
commentary and Dave on
dent.
Reviews of the college-commun¬ Sports. Page 5.
Black at Bates, a special report at
ity concert, the choral competition,
the Modern Dance show ongoing in the new guide on the subject is
Shaeffer Theatre, the international released by the college. Page 3.
Next week’s Student is the last of
students’ coffeehouse and the C’est si
Bon Band at the Deli. All in Arts, the semester.

He said that the CA has dis¬
cussed the possibility of an appeal
to the AEC with Dean Branham.
“The RA should feel totally embarassed when the EAC runs rough¬
shod over the budget,” he added.
CA President Melissa Weisstuch
added that she felt that the RA’s
quick decision for approval was
partially the result of indifference
on the part of some RA members.
“It’s just a general trend,” she said,
“that people study and don’t think
how their actions affect them per¬
sonally.” In her view, she said this
was an example of a “continuation
of the me generation.” Hildreth
agreed with Weisstuch. “It was typ¬
ical apathy epitomized last night,”
he said.

Hildreth stated the next year’s
C A programs will suffer as a result
of their allocation. The only way
we can save money is to cancel
planned lectures, scale down the
quality of speakers,” he said. “The
20 percent, 25 percent with infla¬
tion, is going to come right out of
the sociocultural committee.”
Weisstuch said that these costs and
publicity costs are related. “We
have to let people know the com¬
munity programs are there,” she
said. According to her, if the pub¬
licity budget is cut, people will not
be able to reach the CA, and there
will be calls for further cuts in the
CA budget.
The Budget Committee’s rea(Continued on Page 9)

Jenkins: “My own decision*

Housing coordinator resigns
Housing Coordinator John Jen¬
kins has resigned that position effec¬
tive at the end of the year.
Jenkins, a 1975 graduate of Bates,
said Tuesday “it was my own deci¬
sion to consider other options” and
leave the housing job. “I have a
number of plans,” said Jenkins. “I’m
not exactly sure what I’ll be doing.
Whatever it is, I intend to be success¬
ful.” Jenkins said he may pursue a
career in the health sciences.
Jenkins was appointed housing
coordinator in September of 1980.
This latest resignation adds to a
growing list of departures of minor¬
ity administrators from college posi¬
tions. Assistant Dean of Admissions
Pat James and Assistant Dean and
Coordinator of Student Activities
James Reese will also leave at the
end of the current academic year.
Other administrators have stressed,
however, that affirmative action
searches have been launched to fill
these positions.
Three applicants have already
been interviewed for the coordinator
of student activities job and one has
been reviewed for Jenkins’ position.

A second candidate for the housing
post is expected on campus next
week.
Jenkins said this week that “Bates
has a lot of opportunities and it has
opened my mind to increased possi¬
bilities and how much potential
there is in the world.
“Bates, like the world, has a lot to
do to clean up its act,” he added.
(Continued on page 4)

John Jenkins. File photo.

Police, security seal campus
in search for prison escapee

The Bates College campus was the
scene of an extensive search Tuesday
night for an inmate of the Andros¬
coggin County Prison who escaped
from St. Mary’s Hospital while
undergoing treatment there for an
injury.
Local
police,
Androscoggin
County sheriffs deputies and Bates
College security joined in the man¬
hunt for Gerald Duperry, 18, of 290
Lisbon Street, who was eventually
apprehended at an apartment
downtown.
= INDEX=
Duperry escaped from the St.
Arts and Entertainment .. Page 15 Op-ed.Page 10
Mary’s
emergency room, adjacent
Scoreboard
.Page
8
ArtsDates.Page 20
to
the
Bates
campus, at 9:02 pm
Special
Report.Page
3
Bates Briefs.Page 2
BatesDates.Page 20 Sports.Page 5 while being treated for a nose injury.
Bates Security Officers Diane
Bates Forum.Page 11 SportsDates.Page 6
Wilmoth and Ernie LaBrie were not¬
The
Sports
Beat.Page
8
Dave on Sports.Page 5
Editorials.Page 11 Time Out.Page 7 ified by Androscoggin County she¬
riffs personnel shortly after the
The Music Beat.Page 15 World news.Page 2

escape, as was Security Chief Stan
Piawlock, who said he asked resi¬
dent coordinators and junior advi¬
sors to lock up dorms and houses
immediately. Signs were posted
inside Ladd Library asking that stu¬
dents walk home in groups and the
Bates cruiser patrolled the campus
along with Lewiston and Andros¬
coggin County police. A spokesman
for the sheriffs office said about a
dozen deputy sheriffs and several
Lewiston units responded to the allpoints bulletin.
Androscoggin County sheriffs
deputies also searched the New
Athletic Facility at about 10 pm.
According to students working at
the new gym, which stands less than
500 yards from St. Mary’s they did
not become aware of the situation
(Continued on Page 7)
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Kennedy, Hatfield chastise “voodoo arms control”

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Sens.
Edward Kennedy, D-Mass„ and
Mark Hatfield, R-Ore., sponsors of
a Senate resolution to freeze nuclear
weapons at current levels, led the
criticism Thursday of what they
called President Reagan’s “voodoo
arms control.”
But Deputy Secretary of State
Walter Stoessel said the Soviet
Union will not negotiate reductions
as long as it has a strategic

advantage.
“We have found many times that
the Soviets are not serious about
negotiations unless they see that they
are confronted with the necessity of
negotiation,” Stoessel said.on NBC’s
“Today” show.
Hatfield, appearing on the CBS
Morning News, countered with
what he called a “precise analogy,”
saying, “If the elevator’s going up
and you want to go down, you have

to stop the elevator first.”
He said Reagan ignores the quali¬
tative edge America holds in overall
nuclear weaponry and fails to realize
“We have to stop the (arms) race
before we de-escalate the (human)
race.”
The question of how and when to
stop the arms race dominated the
reaction to Reagan’s first prime-time
news conference and fueled a rapidly
escalating debate over nuclear

Bates Briefs

_from stqff reports_

Letter censures Pierce House residents
IN A LETTER TO ALL residents
of Pierce House, Dean of the Col¬
lege James W. Carignan has stated
records of an incident which
involved some students in that house
on March 6 will be included in every
resident’s file. “I would prefer to be
sending this letter to the half-dozen
or so residents who were involved in
the incident,” Carignan said. “Their
unwillingness to come forward
makes that impossible. Therefore, a
copy of this letter will go into your
file, and in the unlikely event that
future instances of unacceptable
behavior should involve anyone
who had received this letter, this his¬
tory will affect decisions made at
that time.” The incident involved
several students outside Pierce
House throwing ice and snow at
security guards and a tow truck
attendant who attempted to tow a
student’s car for parking violations.
Residents of the house hosted a
doughnut and coffee get-together

for the security officers the following
week and mailed them a letter of
apology on March 9.
THOUGH SOME RIPS HAVE
DEVELOPED in the steel roof of
the New Athletic Facility, no struc¬
tural problems have occurred as the
result of defective outer covering of
the building. Bernard R. Carpenter,
vice president for business affairs,
said he foresees no problems in
being reimbursed for the expense of
re-sealing the rips, which are now
under repair. Architects are still exa¬
mining the defective outer coating of
the new gym and Carpenter said that
as soon as blame can be placed, a
contractor is expected to pay for the
cost of re-sealing the roof. Carpenter
said the problem has caused no
structural damage to the building.
A SUCCESSFUL FREE CON¬
CERT with the C’est Si Bon Band at
The Deli last week was included in
the Bates-Lewiston Heritage Week
program Friday night. A four

member band, C’est Si Bon pro¬
vided both traditional and popular
50s-style music to a packed house.
Sponsored by the Campus Associa¬
tion, Heritage Week was an effort to
increase Bates-Lewiston ties.
AN OPEN HOUSE will be held
campus-wide tomorrow for students
who wish to view the rooms they
picked in the housing lottery. The
event is sponsored by the Interhouse
Council and will continue through¬
out tomorrow afternoon.
A CASE OF ALLEGED ACA¬
DEMIC DISHONESTY by virtue
of a student using crib notes was
heard yesterday by the Student Con¬
duct Committee. A verdict has not
yet been released.
APPLICATIONS FOR VACA¬
TION HOUSING will be available
from the Office of the Housing
Coordinator in Lane Hall beginning
today. They must be returned there
by Wednesday at 3:30 pm.

Dateline: Lewiston
from the vrvjca of the Lnktd Press lmmUon* wkJi at/frmorts

Turnpike tolls will rise May 1
EFFECTIVE MAY I, tolls on the
Maine Turnpike wil go up 25 per¬
cent for passenger cars and 35 per¬
cent for commercial vehicles.
Commuters will be able to buy quar¬
terly passes designed to give them a
50 percent savings over the current
tolls. The May increase will be the
first since 1958.

the Maine Yankee Nuclear Plant
$30,000 for failing to shut down the
plant, as required, when an emer¬
gency coolant valve failed. The vio¬
lation occured last July.

ALTHOUGH
UMEMPLOYMENT in Lewiston-Auburn area
has risen for the last four months, a
private job placement service is pre¬
SIDEWALK PAVING along the dicting increased hiring activity in
reconstructed portion of Lisbon the next three months as the result of
Street has resumed after a winter- a survey of area employers. The
long break. In addition to the side¬ unemployment rate in Lewiston is
walk paving, the remaining portions currently near ten percent.
of the Lewiston renovation, includ¬
ing a canopy system and street furni¬
THE CITY OF AUBURN
ture, will be completed this spring.
experts to lose $8,300 in property
THE FEDERAL NUCLEAR taxes this year as more and more
Regulatory Commission had fined World War II veterans are taking

advantage of a tax exemption law.
Accordinging to state law, any vet¬
eran who served during the war, or
his widow, qualifies fora tax exemp¬
tion on the first $4,000 of property
valueation. More veterans and their
widows appear to be taking advan¬
tage of the exemption because they
are past the retirement age of 61 The
trend is expected to continue for the
next five years.

X

Five paratroopers die in California
FIVE
PARATROOPERS
DIED and more than 100 were
injured Tuesday in a massive train¬
ing exercise in the Southern Califor¬
nia desert. The exercise was the
biggest military airdrop since World
War II and involved 3,000 para¬
troopers and 90 planes of the 82nd
Airborne Division. The deaths
appeared to be caused by equipment
failures.
RESCUE EFFORTS ARE con¬
tinuing in Southern Mexico, where
a 7,300 foot volcano erupted for the
first time in hundreds of years. Ten
people were killed and 200 were

injured in the Monday eruption.
The volcano spread a foot of white
ash over an area 450 miles south of
Mexico City.
THE FOOD AND DRUG
Administration has approved the
use of the drug acyclovir in the treat¬
ment of genital herpes, a disease 20
million Americans have. The anti¬
viral drug is the first drug capable of
treating, although not curing, geni¬
tal herpes.
THE ACADEMY AWARDS
were announced in Hollywood
Monday night with “Chariots of

port of millions of people across the
length and breadth of this nation
who do believe that we ought to
bring a halt to this nuclear madness.
“That is a message that may take
some time to reach members of the
Congress and Senate of the United
States, but it is clear and compelling
and, it is a message that will be
heard.”
Sen. Gary Hart, D-Colo., critic¬
ized Reagan for “delay, inaction and
empty rhetoric, saying the adminis¬
tration “has an arsenal of nuclear
arms experts, yet in a year and half
they still don’t know what their
nuclear arms policy is, how they
want to proceed in negotiations or
what their goals are.”
Rep. Jonathan Bingham, D-N.Y.,
a supporter of the freeze, said fn a
House speech that Reagan’s state¬
ments “were not an attempt to
address the arms buildup, but to
address the public opinion buildup.”
Kennedy and others challenged
Reagan’s suggestion that the Soviet
Union has strategic superiority over
the United States.

Embassy attacked
GUATEMALA CITY (UPI) - In
an unexpected turnabout, the head
of Guatemala’s new military junta
said in an interview published
Thursday that he would seek better
relations with Cuba and Nicaragua
and did not want U.S. military aid.
In telephone calls to local newspa¬
pers, the Guerrilla Army of the
Poor, Guatemala’s largest guerrilla
group, claimed reponsbility for
Wednesday’s machinegun and rock¬
et attack on the U.S. Embassy.
The attack caused no injuries and
only minor damage. The group said
it was was in retaliation for “the
recognition the United States has
given to the government junta of
Guatemala.”
Gen. Jose Efrain Rios Montt,
president of the junta that came to
power in a coup nine days ago, was
quoted by the Mexican newspaper
Excelsior as saying he would seek

“political and social”assistance from
the United States, but not military
aid.
Asked about relations with leftist
regimes—specifically Cuba and Nic¬
aragua—he replied he had “marve¬
lous plans” to try to improve
diplomatic ties, according to
Excelsior.
“I believe that around the Ameri¬
can Mediterranean (the Caribbean)
we can show geopolitical unity,” he
said.
Rios Montt also said Guatemala
would ask international financial
institutions to reinvest the estimated
$500 million which Guatemalans
and wary foreign investors have sent
out of the country in the past year,
mostly to U.S. banks.
In Guatemala’s guerrilla war, »
seven guerrillas, three soldiers and a
policeman were killed in recent
clashes around the country, an army
spokesman said.

Poles highjack plane

WARSAW, Poland (UPI) - In a from workers criticizing the govern¬
series of letters that took observers ment and defending Solidarity.
by surprise, a government news¬
The letters constituted the first
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY’S
paper Thursday printed the first crit¬ criticism of the government and the
budget still has not been approved
icism of the regime since since first defense of Solidarity published
by the 110th Maine Legislature,
martial law was imposed Dec. 13.
although less than a week remains in
in the censored, state-controlled
The letters, which also defended press since the imposition of martial
the session. The budget establishes
the now-banned Solidarity labor law.
spending limits for the county.
union against charges it was respon¬
Polish analysts said publication of
Action by the legislature is expected
sible for Poland’s economic plight, the criticism appeared to be an
by Monday.
appeared to have been sanctioned attempt by authorities “to demon¬
by the government.
strate openness and start a dialogue”
Two Polish army pilots hijacked a with Poles.
military plane to the West, landing
One of the letters bluntly accused
in a field to pick up their familes the government of driving Poland to
before flying on to Austria in the the brink of bankruptcy.
second hijack-defection since mar¬
“Could the young labor move¬
Fire” winning best picture, and with tial law.
ment... bear the responsibility for
Henry Fonda and Katharine Hep¬
Austrian officials said the Soviet- the fact that the (Communist) party
burn winning best actor and actress made Antonov-2 biplane landed at and state administration brought
respectively for their performance in Vienna’s Schwechat Airport with 10 the country to the brink of the grea¬
“On Golden Pond.” “Raiders of the people aboard. One-the plane’s
test economic and political crisis in
Lost Ark’ won five awards, the high¬ mechanic—was an unwilling pas¬
Polish history?” asked one letter by
est for the year.
senger forced to go along at gun¬
Warsaw worker Mieczslaw Lange.
point by defecting pilots Andrzej
Jerzy Wodzynski, who said he
THE SPACE SHUTTLE re¬ Malec and Jerzy-Jan Czerwinsky.
was a Solidarity member, wrote the
turned Tuesday after a successful
The plane was on a training flight
regime should not have imposed
eight day mission. It landed at the from Krakow when the pilots
martial law.
White Sands Missile Range in New landed in a field to pick up their
Mexico, completing its third mis- wives and children.
“If the union infringed legal regu¬
siion in space. The landing had been
Zycie Warszawy, Poland’s gov¬
lations the government should have
delayed one day because of foul ernment-controlled national newsfiled a case against it in court,” his
weather.
pap, printed a a full page of letters
letter said.

World News Capsules
from the United Press International

weapons.
Kennedy said on “Today” that
“enough is enough” where nuclear
arms are concerned. And in a later
news conference with Hatfield, he
said:
“The president said in effect that
we have to build more nuclear
bombs in order to reduce the
number of nuclear bombs. This is
voodoo arms control, which says
you must have more to have less.”
More than twice as many
members of the Senate support the
arms control position backed by
Reagan to continue the U.S. mil¬
itary building while negotiating
future mutual cutbacks. But most of
the unsolicited reaction came from
those who want to freeze now, talk
later.
The resolution Reagan favors,
sponsored by Sen. John Warner, RVa., and Henry Jackson, D-Wash.,
has 58 cosigners while the HatfieldKennedy measure, which was intro¬
duced first, has 21.
But Kennedy discounted that
line-up, saying, “We have the sup-

I

against
by Chris Jennings
Assistant Editor
and
Rob Tappan
Staff Reporter
With the departure of Assistant
Dean of the College James Reese,
Housing Coordinator John Jenkins
and Assistant Dean of Admissions
Pat James, the college will be with¬
out any major black administrators,
and will have only one black faculty
member. Dean of the College James
Carignan commented on the col¬
lege's policy: “We have a longstand¬
ing commitment to diversifying the
student body and faculty as much as
possible. Included in this is
minorities.”
Reese reiterated the college’s posi¬
tion in seeking candidates for the
vacancies created by his departure
and that of Jenkins and James. He
said the college is, “actively looking
for minority students. The college is
looking for new people and has been
looking for minority candidates.
This falls in line with the Affirmative
Action-goals of the college.”
Associate Dean F. Celeste Bran¬
ham said the black presence is essen¬
tial for the college administration
and that the search for candidates to
fill the vacancies left by James,
Reese and Jenkins would include
minorities.
“We are going to do everything we
can to repalce those deans with
minority candidates,” she said. ’ We
feel students need that contact and
the college needs that contact. We
are now trying to follow through
with that commitment." Carignan
added, “we are consciously making
an effort to maintain a minority
presence in this office.

social problems, such as the differing
academic atmospheres between his
high school and Bates, and the sub¬
tle racism he says he sometimes
encounters. “I feel that people treat
me differently in certain situations,
although most of the people here are
level-headed.”
When asked why he chose Bates,
McNeil responded, “1 could have
chosen to apply to Howard Univer¬
sity or Hampton Institute, which are
both black schools, but I wanted to

Despite the absense of black
faculty and administrators, most
students remain optimistic about
Bates’ reputation and its goals. AfroAmerican President Eric Hill told
The Student, “if 1 could do it again
I’d come back to Bates. There are a
lot of advantages to this place.” Hill
was a major proponent for the
updated publication of Black at
Bates, which came out this week.
The new text is organized around
a series of questions and answers to
those queries by Bates students. “It
was always in the back of my mind
to get a new publication of Black at
Bates out,” said the senior from New
York City. The idea was initiated by
Pat James, who gave out an exten¬
sive questionnaire to Afro-Am
members last fall.
The questionnaire asked what it
was like to be black at Bates, “and
was very detailed — almost 10 pages
long,” Hill said. The newer version
“is a lot more detailed; it gives a
better idea of what it’s like here,”
according to Hill.
“1 never thought I’d be as involved
as 1 am right now,” Hill said about
life at the small college. “I’ve played
varsity ball (basketball), been a jun¬
ior advisor and now 1 am president
of Afro-Am. I’ve had my problems,
both academically and socially, but
I’ve really enjoyed it here.”
One black student, freshman Wal¬
ter McNeil, said he felt that the
adjustment from a predominantly
(85 percent) black high school to
Bates was a tremendous change.
“Coming from a predominantly
black town, there are certain prob¬
lems that do exist,” McNeil
explained, citing academic as well as

tion and support among the minor¬
ity and non-minority students now.
There was subconcious segregation
going on and may be going on now,
but 1 don’t see it as much.”
Jenkins related the fact that when
he was attending Bates, black stu¬
dents tended to sit together at meals.
Now, he said, there doesn’t seem to
be that “concious effort to have to sit
with other blacks. There seems to be
more concern with education.”
Jenkins also noted a big difference

be diverse socially as well as
academically.”
James noted “a drastic change
since my freshman year. The college
has taken the bull by the horns in
using as many avenues as possible in
promoting the presence of minority
students. 1 do work in the inner city
schools of New York and Philadel¬
phia and see a more pronounced
interest from the private academic
environments. Minorities see Bates
as a viable place to recieve a quality
education.” She noted the more per¬
sonal atmosphere of Bates as one
reason why.
Freshman Lance Matthiesen
echoes this with his response in the
new publication: “I chose Bates
because 1 felt its small, personal, dis¬
tractionless environment would give
me an ideal studying situation.”
“The reputation of the college is
being passed down from other stu¬
dents who attended Bates,” said
James. Black alumni are becoming
more involved with prospective stu¬
dents, regardless of their socio¬
economic status. “The black
population is more diverse now than
it’s ever been,” James stated.
“There’s more positive cohesive¬
ness than when 1 was here (from
1971-75),” said Jenkins about the
changes he has seen in the last eight
years. “There is more peer organiza-

microcosm of the real world. Bates
does its best in extending itself to all
people,” she added. “The school is
recruiting people to provide for the
general student body as a realistic,
complete body. What the college is
saying overall is it has a genuine
interest in presenting total aware¬
ness.”
Reese also saw a marked increase
in the number of minority students
at Bates. He said there has been a
“definite increase in the number of
minorities on campus. There were
three years in a row where there were
only four or five students enrolled.”
Reese went on to state the past two
classes have had around 14 minority
students in each.
“Minority students are always
involved on campus and to a greater
degree than other places,” Reese said
on the visability of blacks at Bates.
“The isolation factor isn’t as great
here as at other places.”
Hill commented on the lack of
social life for black students at Bates.
“There is no social life for blacks up
here, unless you’re married. That’s
why everyone dives into their work.”
The senior explained the reasoning
behing Afro-Am’s desire to bring
black talent to the campus as “we
hope to have programs which will
inform the college what it’s like to be
black at Bates. I think it would be
nice and informative to learn. A lot
of students really don’t know about
these people we bring here.
McNeil said he does not believe in
lowering the entrance standards for
minorities in order to achieve a more
diverse student population. “There
would have to be adequate support
systems if admissions standards
were lowered,” he noted, “but it
wouldn’t be Bates if they lowered
their standards.”
Bob White, a junior, has been a
prominent figure on the Bates cam¬
pus throughout his three years here.
A junior advisor, a member of the
football team, as well as a Dana
Scholar, White is active in the school
community, and has been an out¬
spoken opponent of the Representa¬
wanted to get away from that and tive Assembly’s budget cuts for
see what it’s like in other places.” Afro-Am debated recently.
As for the question of lowering
Hill said he was encouraged by Dave
Boone, a Bates grad of 1962. “The admissions standards for minority
alumni helped, plus the financial students, White said that move
package was one I could not turn would be “doing a black or any
minority an injustice.” He also com¬
down.”
James expanded on the role of the mented, “Dean Hiss has done as fine
college. “We wouldn’t make the pro¬ a job as any person could possibly
gress we see were it not triggered by do to recruit minority groups to the
the commitment by the college. Bates community.” White thinks
Someone like myself representing that quotas should be used to an
the college shows the faith in me and extent in diversifying the campus.
Hill is disappointed about the loss
that commitment. This is appre¬
of Reese, Jenkins and James. “It’s
ciated in other circles, Bates’ com¬
important to have role models —
mitment to diversity.”
someone to look to and say, ‘that’s
“I try to instill in the students what
has been started by me, must con¬ what I want to do,’” he said.
James reiterated this idea when
tinue through them," said the admis¬
talking
about her job as an assistant
sions dean. She said it was up to the
dean “My relationship with minor¬
students to come into the admissions
ity students goes very deep. I know
office to offer their help. “They can
what it’s like to be a minority here —
probably do a heck of a lot more
what it’s like to be black. I know
than I can as one person.” James
what they are feeling and going
added that, “not every black student
relates to me in the same way. Every through. For them I am a role model
black student’s experience is going — that little bit of help they might
to be very different even though need for that next step.”
Carignan added to this idea.“rhe
there is the common denominator of
presence of Deans Reese, James and
being black.”
Prospective students may be over¬ Jenkins in highly visible positions
joyed by the updated Black at Bates has been helpful and supportive for
publication, said James, but some both black and white students. That
may be insulted as well. “The college is why we are maintaining that pres¬
makes an effort to diversify because ence in the college.”
(Continued on Page 4)
the college community should be a

get back to the basics. A lot of peo¬
ple don’t know how to apply the
knowledge they have in relation to
others. We have to go against edu¬
cated fools leaving Bates.” He said
that basic human needs often are
neglected.
“1 attended The Horace Mann
Barnard School in Riverdale which
was a mostly white and Jewish pop¬
ulation,” said Hill of his reasons for
choosing Bates. “They wanted me to
follow tradition and go Ivy, but I

in the Afro-American Society.
“Afro-Am started in my freshman
year. It’s more organized now with
more support.
“I came through a major adjust¬
ment, coming from an inner city
(Newark). I was the first from my
family to go to college and get an
education. I didn’t fit in at first; I had
to make my own niche. There were
fewer black students when I was
going to school and no black admin¬
istrators. Being black at Bates was
one thing I had to make positive,”he
said.
He told a story about a friend he
made when he was an undergradu¬
ate, who never thought he would be
friends with a black person. Jenkins
said he never thought he would have
a white friend either. The white stu¬
dent told Jenkins that their friend¬
ship was at its peak because his
parents hated blacks. Jenkins said
he and his friend had a long discus¬
sion and, “I stopped being a black
person in this person’s mind, and
instead was viewed as talented. 1
think it’s every child’s hope to go a
step beyond his parents.
“The real issue is often clouded,”
Jenkins explained. “I almost believe
it goes beyond even color. People
learn to do different things.” He said
this is what happens when “we harp
on black and white. We have to just
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Blacks at Bates struggle against ignorance
(Continued from Page 3)
Jenkins commented on the
vacancy of black administrators
next year and his image as a role
model: “It may make a difference for
students here and those coming in. I
am an outlet for many to keep trying
and get support from. We (James,
Reese and Jenkins) can be seen as a
support network for them since we
are older and experienced.
As for the “support systems”
already here at Bates, McNeil said
he thought that Afro-Am was ade¬
quate, but sometimes fell short of its
goals. “What was lacking with AfroAm was initiative to get together."
McNeil also felt that the departure
of Dean Reese will have a significant
effect on the black community in
general. “I think it’s important,”
McNeil mused, “to have a focal
point, to have somebody to look up
to, someone who has come from the
same background.”

Walter McNeil, ’85. Publications
Office.
When asked whether or not there
was racial tension at Bates, Hill
responded, “it’s covert rather than
overt at Bates. Su re it exists here, but
if people thought before they talked
there wouldn’t be problems. Com¬
munication and awareness is the
word, and this has to be ongoing
every year. We have to stop taking
things for granted and realize a lot of
students are ignorant.”
James reiterated this fact. “Bates
isn’t consciously racist, but ignor-

people. I don’t think there is any¬
thing extreme here although there is
ignorance. Blacks as a minority have
to have an awareness of what’s going
on. That awareness is keener than an
individual from a majority society.”
Branham also saw some tenden¬
cies to generalize the situation. “I
think there is a tendency of grouping
students. Minorities are regarded as
similar and students don’t seek out
their traits, or how different they are
as individuals. Students don’t
always seek to learn. It’sa mistake to
say harassment does not occur; it
does, but not extermely and we try
to be aware of it, and take imme¬
diate action on any incidents. There
have been no reports of racism
reported to this office.” Branham
stated that the topic of harassment
may be repetitive but that “we have
to keep people aware of what the
college stands for both philosophi¬
cally and ideologically.”
The Afro-Am president con¬
tinued on the topic of treatment of
blacks at Bates. “The difference
from home for many of these stu¬
dents is once they are out of the
classroom they are still in a white
society. The group as a whole has
come together, which is something
we have all strived for. The social
and economical backgrounds are
very different which is something the
campus isn’t aware of. Blacks eat
together and stay together because
they are friends first— there is a cer¬
tain security involved. Put 30 white
students down at Grambling Col¬
lege and watch things change for
white students. They’ll hang around
other white students (which are a
minority there). Let them get a taste
of that."
“A lot of students really think they
know what it’s about, you know, but
they don’t. They think they’re hip
and that it’s cute, but it’s not. Stu¬
dents just don’t know,” said Hill
about the presence of kidding and

Assistant Dean James ReeSe. File photo.
ance does exist. Those who don’t live
with black people are influenced by
others, i.e. the media, community,
etc. There are preconceived ideas
about white people by blacks as well
if they come from an all black area,
it’s all a matter of what’s been their
exposure. It goes both ways; black
students have as much to learn
about each other as they do white

joking black students. “It’s not
incumbent upon us to open up to see
us. A lot of blacks are hesitant to
speak how they really feel — people
don’t know it hurts.”
“I think that there is ‘covert
racism’ here at Bates,” White com¬
mented, adding that this racism is
largely due to a lack of “understand¬
ing towards the black community.

and an ignorance toward the black
culture.” White noted however, that
Bates is a lot less racial than other
colleges, pointing out some of the
other colleges’ racial difficulties in
recent years. White said he believes
that things should be just as they are
now at Bates. “Nobody’s burning a
cross here,” White reflected, adding
his observation that “it’s not going to
get any better, but by the same token
it’s not going to get any worse.”

I

4
Afro-Am President Eric Hill and
Housing Coordinator John Jen¬
kins talk to prospective student.
Publications Office.
“I have trouble with the idea of
ignorance and racism,” Jenkins said.
“There are Nobel Prize winners,
who are supposed to represent intel¬
ligence, yet there are examples of
these people preaching racism.
Maybe racism is by itself, not neces¬
sarily different from ignorance.
There may be a play on words—
racist and ignorance.
“Bates has been a very useful
experience,” Jenkins said. “If I had
any doubts about my heritage or
myself, I learned quickly. Coming
here made it clear — there was a big
awakening. Maybe I would not have
achieved the things I have here if I
was at another place. Bates brought
forth my creative energies and that’s
all about growing up.”
He noted the fact he was Mr.
Maine and made the US karate
team which traveled to Japan. He
found plenty of people to sponsor
his trip. “That said a lot to me as far
as acceptance. People began to
accept me for my talent. It may have
done something for the prestige of
blacks in Maine.”
The college doesn't seem to have
any major problems according to
Reese either. He cited racism as a
serious charge and said there tends
to be more ignorance than hostility
on campus, as James and Hill
pointed out also. The assistant dean
stressed a lack of familiarity as the
reason for this. “This is diminished
through interaction,” he said. “The
college is interested in the goal of
seeing this interaction. Whether or
not we do a good job of it.. .is up to
each individual to take a step. I don’t
think we have a hostile environment
between groups. There can be
improvements, but I don’t think we
do a bad job of getting along.”

The general mood about being
black at Bates seems best said by Hill
in the opening lines of the new publi¬
cation. “Among blacks the general
atmosphere is always good. Why?
There aren’t too many of us here.
But even among our ranks, we come
from different social, economic and
educational backgrounds. The ma¬
jority of white students have never
been exposed to a Black Harlemite
up close. As 1 see it, I am educating
them to the fact that all of us are not
alike. Socially, it’s trying at times - in
a challenging sense.”

^ , Campus Briefs
Jram the aekmnp services *■ at The Bata SftKfcnl

Colby frats charged fees
CITING INCREASING MU
NICIPAL FINANCIAL BUR¬
DENS in recent years, the
Waterville City Council has decided
to clamp down on properties that
were, in effect, tax exempt because
assessors before Bill Kirk (the cur¬
rent assessor) had not strictly app¬
lied the law on the books. College
fraternaties at Colby College had
not been specifically subject to taxa¬
tion previously, but were assessed
and taxed for fiscal year 1980 and
have since hired an attorney in an
attempt to fight the city’s efforts.
One proposal made by Jed Davis,
acting on behalf of the fraternities,
was to establish a “user fee” - a pay¬
ment made to the city based on a
percentage of the taxes imposed by
law. The agreement would involve
voluntary participation. A similar
condition exists in Lewiston where
Bates College has been asked to
make voluntary payments in lieu of
taxes to the city. Currently, the col¬
lege is tax exempt by law. However,
Vice President of Business Affairs
Bernard Carpenter said the college
will probably not pay fees unless
absolutely required by law. He also
said that the example of Colby frats
did not apply to Bates.
The voluntary fees would mean
an additional $100 per student,
added on to tuition.
IN AN UNEXPECTED CON¬
CLUSION to a divestment rally at
Swarthmore College in Pennsyl¬
vania, more than a dozen of the esti¬
mated 150 protesters interupted a
closed session of the college’s Board
of Managers to convey their support
of total divestment from Swarth¬
more holdings in apartheid-ruled
South Africa. However, the board

reportedly did not consider the pos¬
sibility of total divestment at its
meeting. According to one board
member who asked to be unidenti¬
fied, “Practically no one on the
board is in favor of full divestment,
and only a few even consider it advis¬
able to proceed on this issue any
faster than we are already moving.”
EFFORTS TO ELECT THE
1982-83 University of Maine Stu¬
dent Senate collapsed last week
when student officials descovered
that they had made a number of
errors in the election process particu¬
larly surrounding missing procedu¬
ral documents. Amid rising dis¬
content from candidates, students
and some administrators, the Senate
officially decided to cancel the elec¬
tions. The new election will begin
Monday, April 5 and last through
Thursday, April 8.

Jenkins resigns
(Continued from page 1)
Jenkins cited divestment as one issue
which “makes me wonder.” Bates
still has endowment money invested
in companies with South African
holdings.
Since leaving Bates in 1975, Jen¬
kins lived part-time and then full¬
time in Lewiston as the owner of the
Golden Fist Karate School. He has
competed in tournaments and stud¬
ied karate in Japan. Jenkins is the
holder of national karate titles and
was once named Mr. Maine
Physique.
Jenkins called his two-year tenure
at Bates a “very useful experience.
Bates has brought forth my creative
energies. That’s what growing up is
about. Tough life, this living.”

proposal
The faculty had approved a reso¬ employment period, then a two-year
lution which would alter the proce¬ renewal, then a three-year contract.
dure for evaluation of professors in Tenure decisions will continue to be
tenure decisions to allow for more made in the sixth year.
student imput. The approved prop¬
Finally, decisions will be made on
osal would also mean fewer re¬ the basis of more information,
appointment decisions on the road including the use of student evalua¬
to the tenure process and a new tions. An appeals procedure will be
appeals procedure.
added as well; in the past, the
The 19-page document, which recourse of a faculty member denied
will be amended to the Faculty re-appointment or tenure was only
Handbook, was hammered out after through a civil court or through the
two months of deliberations, includ¬ auspices of the state human rights
ing an unusual Tuesday faculty commission.
meeting this week. The faculty also
met on Monday to discuss the
proposal.
Rules and procedures have been
“re-codified,” according to Acting
A meeting will be held in Skelton
Dean of the Faculty John Cole, who Lounge tomorrow of representa¬
added that the changes remain tives from colleges around the state
“within the general confines of what to plan a rally protesting President
is now the norm."
Ronald Reagan’s proposed cuts in
education.
In general, Cole said, the resolu¬
Bates representatives will include
tion would mean tenure decisions members and officers of the Repre¬
will continue to be recommended to sentative Assembly. Leigh Camp¬
the president and trustees of the col¬ bell, Bates’ director of financial aid,
lege by a committee of elected said Monday other students are wel¬
faculty members. Teaching, scholar¬ come to attend. Campbell is not an
ship and service will remain the pre¬ organizer of the rally but said he
dominant concerns in such deci¬ would observe tomorrow’s meeting.
sions.
,
The rally is the brainstorm of four
The principal changes, Cole said, state representatives who wrote
are to come in a system in which financial aid directors around the
fewer re-appointmnt decisions will state informing them of the prelimi¬
be made, so that routinely only two nary meeting at Bates. According to
re-appointment decisions and then a the letter, dated March 24, the rally
tenure decision will be made for would be held in Augusta later in
every faculty member. Currently, April.
profs and instructors are hired for an
Rep. George Boyce of Auburn,
initial one-year contract, then two, one of the organizers of the plan,
then one, two or three more years. said Tuesday night he would not
Under the approved amendment, comment on any details until after
there will be an initial two-year the meeting tomorrow.

Meeting to plan
protests tomorrow

Sports
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Chib sports depend upon individuals foe support—mud cut comers
by Marjie Needham
Staff Reporter

When the Representative As¬
sembly’s Budget Committee prop¬
osal came out last week there was a
$300 allotment for the frisbee team.
Ultimate Frisbee is the only
athletic organization which is
funded by RA. Other non-varsity
sports such as hockey, swimming,
and rugby receive money from the
athletic department and therefore
do not need financial support from
the R A. The separating factor here is
that frisbee is not considered a club
sport.

To become a club at Bates a group
must first have had one successful
year as an organized interest group.
To be successful, the organization
must show “sustained and continued
student interest and support as well
as intercollege competion.”
On the surface it would appear
that frisbee qualifies for club status
and funding. However, Athletic
Department Director Robert Hatch
explained that the interest of the
group must lie in a sport which the
Athletic Department believes could
become varsity: that is, a sport
which other colleges in this area rec¬
ognize as intercollegiate.

This would assure competition
within a reasonable distance.
Although frisbee has made progress
within the Athletic Department by
having been allowed one physical
education credit for six weeks of par¬
ticipation, it has not been able to
gain club status.
Club sport participants are given

an hour and even their late-night
games and practices (10 pm and
later) cost $65 an hour for ice. The
Hockey Club has had to cut way
back on their expenses this year as a
result. They stayed home a lot, and
played seven of their 14 games in
Lewiston. They also practiced only
once a week.

Dave on Sports

_by David Brenner,

staff reporter_

A look to the future in sports
The following is an article in The
Bates Student in the year 1990...

Congratulations to legendary
Boston Celtic forward Larry Bird
for capturing his eighth straight
league MVP award. The 34-year-old
Bird, who led the Celts to their sixth
NBA title in the last seven years,
who also named to the All-NBA first
team. Joining Bird on the first team
are fellow Celtic 6'5" guard Chris
Mullin, 6'9" forward James Worthy
of Atlanta, 7"6" center Ralph Samp¬
son of Los Angeles and 6'9" guard
Magic Johnson also of the
Lakers...The NCAA rules com¬
mittee voted 5-3 against the instal¬
lment of a 30-second clock in college
ball... Speaking of 5-3, in the
NCAA championship game yester¬
day the Depaul Blue Demons
defeated the Fighting Irish of Notre
Dame by a score of 5-3 to capture
their eighth straight NCAA title
since the retirement of Coach Ray
Meyer eight years ago. The score
was tied at three at halftime, but
Blue Demon All-American Terry
Aguire came out smokin’ in the sec¬
ond half as he hit two free throws on
Depaul’s first possession. Notre
Dame then held the ball for 19:51,
but Billy Tripucka’s 20-foot shot
missed at the buzzer to preserve the
Blue Demon victory. Aguire led the
winners with a season-high four
points. Chip Dillard added a free
throw for Depaul that bounced off
the rim twice before falling in.
Aguire was simply magnificent as he
also added three rebounds. Tripucka tallied all three Irish points. It
was the 14th time this season that the
senior scored all the Notre Dame
points. Tripucka closed out his fine
four year career with 169 points
... In the NIT tourney in Madison
Square Garden Bradley defeated St.
Bonaventure 12-11... In the Na¬
tional Athletic Association for Col¬
leges, on Probation Tournament
held in San Quentin Coliseum,
Wichita State ran it up on UCLA
15-9 to capture the champion¬
ship ... In the consolation round
Nevada-Las Vegas beat San Fran¬
cisco 138-129 ... Ed monton Oiler
sensation Wayne Gretzky signed a
new contract today that reportedly
will pay him $200,000 per game over
the next five games... Utah Jazz
guard Quintin Dailey has been sus¬
pended for 10 games by League

Commissioner Larry O’Brien for
striking Referee Chris Ford when
Ford failed to call a foul on Isiah
Thomas who bumped Dailey as
Dailey attempted the final shot in a
game last week. “Bumped?” says
Dailey. “I got raped!”... Former
boxing great Muhammad Ali, 47,
will met WBC champion Greg Page
tomorrow night in El Salvador for
the heavyweight crown. Ali is much
slower the he was when he retired in
1982 after a loss to Trevor Berbick,
but he ex-champ tells sources he will
use a little extra bulk to overpower
Page. At yesterday’s weigh-in, Page
tipped the scales at a trim 208. Ali
weighed 312...The Ladd Library
was closed all day Tuesday because
of the unfortunate death of a library
assistant. It seems that the library
staffer, acting on orders from the
head librarian, was clearing books
from students’ carrels each after¬
noon as well as at 8 am. An anony¬
mous sophomore, apparently en¬
raged because a pen was missing
when his books were moved, shot
and killed her near the newspaper
rack. The sophomore than dragged
the body to the basement of the
library in an attempt to hide it. But
one of the men working on the reno¬
vation of the basement saw the stu¬
dent and called Security... Denver
Nugget Coach Jerry Tarkanian is
still pushing league officials to get
rid of the 24-second clock and to
adopt a five-second clock instead.
“Tark” claims that if a team can’t get
a shot up in five seconds, then it
doesn’t belong in the league... In
the National Video League finals
last week Coach James B. Weissman’s Seattle Stroids defeated
Coach Jim Amfilo’s Mississippi
Missiles 123, 334-112, 243 in Chase
Stadium before a record crowd of 46
people. Former collegiate AllAmerican “LSD” threw out the first
ship 6'3" Abdul Akeem-Jamaal, star
freshman on the University of Hous¬
ton basketball team, will be sidelined
two to three weeks with a broken toe
suffered in practice. Cougar trainer
Salaam Akeem-Jabbar reports that
during a rebounding drill, AkeemJamaal jumped a bit too high and
kicked the rim. Akeem-Jammaal’s
spot in the starting line-up will be
taken by 4'2" Abaka Akeem-Aziz
who incidentally in the placekicker
for the Cougar football Team. Need¬
less to say, Akeem-Aziz is a pygmy.

two gym credits for six weeks as well
as partial funding.
Club sports share a budget from
which each is funded porportionately to its costs. Hockey has the
greatest expenses and thus the larg¬
est proportion of funds.
Although club budgets are rarely
reduced, they are not always
increased as their expenses are. The
Hockey Club has been given the
same amount of money, $3,500, for
three years, while their expenses
have increased at least 50 percent.
Hockey adds to its budget by selling
concessions at the football games;
last year they raised about $1,000
that way.
Hockey’s expenses are astronomi¬
cal: ice time alone costs over $200 a
game; add to that referees and it’s
over $280. Prime ice time costs $90

Captain John Sweetland said he
feels Bates could have a strong Divi¬
sion 3 team if they could afford regu¬
lar practices and travel to compete.
Even though the hockey team cut
back drastically on travel and other
expenses, Sweetland is positive they
will be in the red after this season.
The Swim Club, on the other
hand, demands a relatively small
budget. While not all inclusive, for
them club funding is adequate, since
it pays enough to run the club. Their
cost include necessities for meets
such as officials, stop watches, scorebooks, transportation, etc.. Swim¬
ming also subsidizes its budget with
a swimathon. The swim team has
been a club for one year and hopes
to be awarded varsity status for next
year.
Partial funding of clubs makes it

possible for athletic clubs to operate
without too great a financial com¬
mitment by the individual players.
Extracurricular activities such as
frisbee are not quite as fortunate.
The $200 received from the RA this
year covered what Clark Spencer
termed, “blind expenses;” that is
costs which people don’t see, such as
telephone bills.
Obvious expenses such as travel
and team shirts are paid for by the
players. Each member must also pay
for his own IFA membership.
Spencer estimated that gas alone
cost about $350 this year. The team
travels to Rhode Island, Keene State
in New Hampshire, and Bangor for
tournaments. They also host two
tournaments here. They try to break
even at this home tournaments and
they have a keg party to make a little
money. They also have a band which
is partially paid for from the RA
funds. Spencer estimated this year’s
total expenses to be around $750.
Hatch said he feels the decision on
club status is somewhat arbitrary,
but he doesn’t believe frisbee will
become an intercollegiate sport in
this area in the near future. His office
is not responsible for the actual club
budget, only the status and thus elig¬
ibility of the organization.
Hatch feels the clubs manage their
money well. The system is “far from
perfect, but it smacks at something.”
It was first developed because of the
demand for hockey and the physical
nature of the sport. They felt some
supervision was necessary. This
need is also apparent with the bud¬
ding of the Rugby Club.
With the interest in rugby came
the expense of insurance. Thus the
Rugby Club was at once partially
funded, but only for insurance. Now
the budget covers not only insurance
but also subsidizes travel expenses.
Still, the team pays for half of their
costs themselves. Each player must
buy his own personal equipment,
such as shirts. They also sponsor keg
parties to help make up the differ¬
ence in travel and game expenses.
The club system was a reaction to
a potential problem, “I have been
very pleased with the clubs,” Hatch
repeated. “It’s a lot of work for the
kids who are the leaders, but it’s a
training ground.”

Golf team tees off spring season
by Jeanne Brown
Staff reporter

As the golf squad tees off for yet
another season, Captain Greg Pizzo
appears to be the driving force
behind this year’s team.
Pizzo, a dedicated member of the
squad for four years, has obtained
three letters for golf and is returning
this year to earn his fourth.
Cited by Coach Robert Hatch as
“the best player our team has,” Pizzo
boasts an impressively low handicap
of seven. He is the only member of
the squad with a handicap in the
single digits. “He’s a good leader, a
consistent player and has been very
loyal to the program,” Hatch
commented.
Other key players are letterwinners Dick Bennett, Joe Gardner

and George Zeller. Zeller, however,
will be away during Short Term and
therefore will be unable to contri¬
bute his much-needed talent to the
squad this year.
Hatch also mentioned seniors Chris
Flaherty, John Kirby and Bob
MacKinnon as having “decent expe¬
rience” although they have never
played on the Bates squad.
Hatch further noted freshmen
Blake Ross, Mark Fleming, Mark
Reese, sophmore E>erek Langhouser and junior Don Erickson.
“It’s hard to say how this season
will turn out,” Hatch said. “We have
a large squad this year comprised of
20 people as opposed to the 10 to 12
member squad of other years. There
is a lack of quality people returning
and with the loss of 2!eller, our
nucleus of key players is reduced.

Hopefully, the new senior players
and several of the freshmen will help
us out. If we break even, we’ll be
doing well.”
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Men’s track season opens tomorrow at MIT

Growing up with a
glove and Dad throwing strikes

by John Cullen
Staff Reporter
Tomorrow Bates will travel to
Boston to compete against Univer¬
sity of New Hampshire and the Massachusettes Institute of Technology
in the first meet of the season for
outdoor track. Last year the Bobcats
finished 2-3 in the few non¬
championship meets in which the
team competed.
Heading this year’s team are co¬
captains Paul Hammond and Ed
O’Neil. Hammond will most likely
be running the 5,000 this year while
O’Neil will be running the quarter
mile and 200. Hammond and O’Neil
were also the captains of indoor
track.
Coach Walter Slovenski said he
sees lack of depth as a potential
problem for the Bobcats. As a result
of the depth problem Bates will have
to depend on high point scorers in
most events in order to do well.
Injuries have already added to the
problem. Hammond probably won’t
e able to run the 3,000-meter steeple
chase, an event he was an All Ameri¬
can in as a freshman, due to a leg
injury and Len Morley, also a stee¬
plechaser, is severely hampered by
an injury sustained at the beginning
of the indoor track season. Another
questionmark is Peter Weyand, who
was forced to take the indoor track
season off due to a hip unjury. He
could be valuable in the 1500 if he
comes back in good shape. Last year
he attended the NCAA champion¬
ships, but was eliminated in the
semi-finals.

-The SportsBeat
Remember the first spring your
Dad played catch with you? I
couldn’t have been any more than
four or five and can only remember
playing since I was eight or so, but
the thrill of having my first baseball
glove and a major league ball still is
imprinted on my mind.

Bates high-jumper from indoor season. Student/Hall.
One change from indoor track is
the added number of sprints and
relays in outdoor track. In addition
to O’Neil, Brian House, Rich
L«t>urdi, Paul Slovenski and A1
Johnson will be the basis of the
sprints and relays. Other changes
from indoor track are the hammer,
discus and javelin throws which will
be taken care of by John Raitt, Steve
Ryan, Dan Lalonde, and newcomer
Dave DeSantis.
Losses from last year’s squad
include three All Americans, Tom
Rooney, Zane Rodriguez and Mark
Miller. Rooney finished sixth place
in the 5000 while Miller became the
Division 3 national champion in the
hammer. Rodrigues was an All
American in the javilin as a junior
but failed to make it last year

because he became sick at the time
of the NCAA’s.
Like last year’s schedule this year’s
consists mainly of meets in which
individual qualifacation is neces¬
sary. Besides the MIT/UNH meet
only the state meet, NESCAC meet,
and a Bowdoin invitational do not
require qualifacation standards.
Individual qualifacation meets in¬
clude the U Mass relays, the Boston
College relays. Division 3’s, IC4As,
and ultimately the NCAA Division
3 championship. Last year the team
finished 16th.
The Bobcats will send a depleted
squad down to MIT but if they can
overcome these depth problems
later in the season it could signal a
promising outdoor track season.

We always played on the golf
course beside our house. My dad
would come home in the late after¬
noon after working with clients who
were always complaining about
something, and still he made time to
go out and throw the ball around.
We would stay out there until Mom
called us for dinner which was about
the time we couldn’t see the ball in
the darkness any more. And my
Dad never complained about having
too much to do or not feeling up to
it. He made the effort.
Well, the next stage was neighbor¬
hood games each Saturday after¬
noon. The Babe Ruth and Legion
kids were always the ones to go first
in the choosing of teams, followed
by the Little Leaguers and then the
squirts. When I was little it bothered
me to be picked near the end, but as I
grew older and played more, I real¬
ized it was a tradition that would
stick around for a long time. Now I
was the captain, picking the squirts
last!
We used to play nine innings or
until the new ball got lost from some
towering homer. We even played in

Squash, swimming may be eligible for varsity status
by Jeff Roy
Senior Reporter
Gaining club or varsity status for
any intercollegiate team is spared
nothing when it comes down to the
red tape involved in the process.
The Department of Physical Edu¬
cation and Athletics (PEA) has set
up guidelines for becoming either a
club, varsity team or interest group
at Bates. These guidelines pertain to
college-supported athletic teams.
Currently, the college supports
clubs for fencing, hockey, rugby,
sailing and swimming and also sup¬
ports the various varsity teams. The
difference between varsity and club
status as far as support is concerned
is that varsity teams are completely
funded by the school, whereas club
sports hold fund-raisers to supple¬
ment partial funding by the college.
The importance of club status for
a team at Bates is that a team must
exist as a club sport for a minimum
of one year before being considered
for becoming an intercollegiate
sport. And before that a team may
become a club sport, it must have
had one successful year (season) as
an organized “interest group.”
At this time, the Swim Club is
making plans to apply for intercolle¬
giate status. It has already met the
one-year requirement.
“There is a formal application
that must be turned in (to apply for
intercollegiate status)," said Robert
Hatch, athletic director. “We
haven’t received that application
(from the Swim Club) yet. I’m not
sure it’ll work out for next year
(because of the lack of time left).
“The staff is very sympathetic, but
it’s running kind of tough for next
year. After the application, the next
major step is to go to the president.

Men’s
swan club
completes
successful
season
In their first year as a club sport,
the men’s swim team completed
what can be seen as a very positive
season. Posting a roster of over 20
participants, the team showed as
strong a support as could have been
hoped for in pre-season. Though the
team only had two duel meets, both
against Colby, and on relay carnival,
all members maintained a hard
working attitude.

After the president’s approval is
gained, the application goes before
the Athletic Committee and then
before the full faculty for a vote.
Swim Club Captain Martha
Pigott said of the prospect, “we have
one of the finest facilities in NES¬
CAC and lots of team enthusiasm.
Now all we need is to become a var¬
sity team here at Bates.”

The Hockey Club attempted to
gain intercollegiate status, but that
issue was settled six or seven years
ago, according to Hatch. “The col¬
lege has taken the position not to
have (intercollegiate) hockey until
we have our own facility,” said
Hatch. “It’s an aggressive sport on
and off ice and it could cause prob¬
lems if the events were held off
campus.
“A gift to the college would proba¬
bly be the only way that we’d see a
facility in the next decade. It’s a very
expensive gift and an expense
beyond that gift.”
As far as seeking club status is
concerned. Hatch noted that he
anticipates receiving an application
for squash. Squash has existed as an

Little League was my favorite and
the last stop in my blossoming ball
career. I played first base and was
called “Boog” by our coach because
I wasn’t the fastest kid on the team,
but I could hit. Those days were the
best in my short baseball career; real
uniforms, all-star games, nightly
practices, ice cream after a win and
trips to Boston after the season was
over. After that the game didn’t
interest me anymore. The fun had
been replaced by competition. And
girls seemed more important than
ice cream.
Hey dad, got a few mintues to
throw the ball around?!

by Doug Campbell
Staff Reporter

The college has to be willing to fund
it. My own gut feeling is that the
president will approve swimming.”

Hatch expects to receive the appli¬
cation from Pigott and Men’s Cap¬
tain Mark Rucci “before long.”
Since 1974, five sports have
gained intercollegiate status at Bates
by the same process. These sports
include women’s cross country,
women’s track, softball, men’s
lacrosse, and women’s soccer. The
college, according to Hatch, had
been under pressure by law to
approve more women’s sports (four
of the five approved in the last eight
years were women’s sports).

the rain or wet grass by substituting
a leather ball with one of those hard
rubber ones. I personally liked the
rubber ones better because they
soared farther when hit. That atti¬
tude changed when I went down to
my knees to stop a bullet ground ball
and ended up staying on the ground
because something near and dear to
me had just met the rubber-coated
baseball “up close and personal.”
After that I just reached for the hard
grounders.

Squash may be eligible for varsity status. File photo.
interest group at Bates for two years.
Becoming a club at Bates is sub¬
ject to certain constraints. Besides
establishing budgetary and eligibil¬
ity constraints, the PEA Depart¬
ment maintains a list of 22 sports,
and only those sports will be consid¬
ered as potential athletic clubs.
The potential clubs include base¬
ball, basketball, crew, fencing, cross
country, football, golf, gymnastics,
hockey, lacrosse, rifle, rugby, sail¬
ing, skiing, soccer, squash, swim¬
ming, tennis, track, volleyball, water
polo and wrestling. All other sports
are considered recreational by the
department.
The equestrian “interest group” is
one such group that is not consid¬
ered as a potential club - something
that has its members disturbed.
“We want to gain club status and
our main goal is to become a riding
team,” said Kim Lilly, the group’s
president. “We’ve been an interest
group for two years now and we

have some really good riders.”
Hatch hasn’t received any applica¬
tion from the equestrian group, but
admits that with the present rules
and regulations, the group will not
be considered for club status.
“We only give club status to teams
that could conceivably become
intercollegiate teams," said Hatch.
“We only consider sports where
there are other colleges in the area
that have the same sport. We pretty
much consider only teams we can
play from here to Boston — 70 per¬
cent of the teams we play are within
a two-hour drive.”
He noted that there were too few
colleges within that radius for the
school to fund equestrians. “We’ll let
them be an interest group,” Hatch
said.
The guidelines established stand
as the current rules and regulations
and that which must be followed by
those athletic groups trying to get
funding through the school.

Though the Swim Club lost to
Colby in both meetings, neither were
loopsided losses. Strong points
included the driving team of Kevin
Kane and Eric Lindquist. The duo
outscored their opponents in both
meetings. Captain Mark Rucci had
a fine season, swimming in the 100meter buterfly. His time of 1:03 was
one of the most impressive times on
the team. Freshmen, Jim Jacobson,
Graham Anderson, Jeff Rays, and
Derek Anderson all had fine sea¬
sons. Of the 20 members on the
team, only four will be graduating
leaving a strong backbone for next
year.
As the team looks to the future,
there is a strong hope that swimming
at Bates will reach varsity status.
Rucci states that there is enough
support and that he can see no rea¬
son why they shouldn’t get it. If they
were to attain varsity status the team
would have enough money to swim
out of state. At the present time
Colby and Bowdoin are the only
teams that they can swim against.
More teams would be attracted to
swim against Bates as a varsity team
rather then as a club. Rucci also
notes that Bates is the team in NES¬
CAC not to field a varsity swim
team.
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Library addition will add 40 carrels
by Patty McAndrew

Staff Reporter
According to Joseph Derbyshire,
head librarian, over 300 more study
spaces will be available in Ladd
Library next fall after renovations
there are completed. However, the
Student has learned that open
tables, not carrels will be installed in
the renovated basement.
This area combined with the 425
seats already in the library will allow
study space for half the student body
at Bates at one time.
The new section will boast 40 car¬
rels, 16 long tables and 65 lounge
chairs and six additional tables will
be added upstairsCurrent honors thesis offices will
be used by faculty and closed carrels
will be reserved for honors candi¬
dates. New carrels will not be pur¬
chased for the basement, but open
tables will be used instead.
The approximate cost of the reno¬
vations is $650,000. Most of the
money came from the college’s Capi¬
tal Campaign, which built the new
gym, but some was donated by the
National Endowment for the

Humanities.
In June of 1980 a committee of
faculty, students and librarians pres¬
ented a program to the administra¬
tion with a list of what they wanted
the new sections of the library to
include. During 1981 the architects
prepared the plans, and work began
in the fall.
Over the summer a security sys¬
tem will be installed near the doors
of the library which can detect a
book that has not been properly
checked out. Derbyshire said that
the library’s main concern is not the
stealing, but the borrowing of mate¬
rials. Students remove materials
from the library without checking
them out, and there is no way to
locate them. The actual loss here is
only one percent, compared to the
average four percent.
A large portion of the basement
will maintain the new audio room.
The designs were supplied by one on
the foremost audio centers, located
in Wisconsin. There will be one large
general area, along with three separ¬
ate rooms: the largest for informal
listening, the second for specialized

learning, and the third which will
contain speakers for group listening.
One part of the main room of the
basement will be desingnated the art
and music section. At present, the
materials for art are in a few parts of
the library but all will be centralized
in the basement next year.
Other rooms in the basement will
be used for group studying, typing,
offices, and restoration of old books.
What will fill up the shelves will
not be new materials purchased by
the college, but books that are now
put away in storage because of the
lack of available shelf space. There
are many government documents in
the storage room, and for the first
time the public will have access to
them.
Derbyshire said that not one sin¬
gle thing will remain in the same
place over the summer. Everything
will be rearranged and some of the
second and third floor books will be
moved downstairs to allow more
shelf space. Normally 15 students
are employed during the summer,
but this year an additional ten will be
hired.

Ladd Library, now under expansion. File photo.

Mitchell again opposes student cuts
Underscoring his opposition to
the student grant and low-interest
loan program, Maine Senator
George J. Mitchell said Monday
those cuts, as proposed by the Rea¬
gan Administration, will affect the
college plans of as many as 5,000
Maine college and college-bond stu¬
dents by the fall of 1983.
At a news conference, Mitchell
released the results of an inquiry he
conducted of Maine’s college and
university presidents, on the impact
of the student aid cuts on Maine’s
students.

Senator George Mitchell, who opposes student aid cuts. File photo.

Mitchell said the cuts, which will
amount to a reduction of 50 percent
of the aid received in the 1981-82
academic year, “come on top of sig¬
nificant reductions in those pro¬
grams last year, and the elimination
of Social Security benefits for post¬
secondary students.
“If America stands for anything, it
stands for equality of opportunity,
especially in education,” Mitchell
said. “I believe firmly that we must
maintain the grant and loan pro¬

gram to ensure access to higher edu¬
cation for all.”
Mitchell said Maine’s low per cap¬
ita income has already eliminated
higher education as an option for
many Maine high school graduates.

“Maine ranks only 48th nationally
in the public college enrollment per
high school graduate,” Mitchell
said. “The proposed cuts in financial
aid would only exacerbate that
trend.”

Police, security seal campus
(Continued from Page 1)
until that time. Piawlock said Wed¬
nesday that he did not have any
further information about the proce¬
dure, but that it “may have been an
oversight” if the new gym was
neglected.
Two watchmen were also on duty
at Bates during the night.
Interest centered around the col¬
lege during the course of the search,
according to officials, because the
escaped prisoner may have been
able to pass as a student. Du perry is
19 years old, 5 ’ 11” with brown hair
and blue eyes. He was wearing tan
pants and a blue jacket when he
escaped and was discribed by Bates
personnel by radio as “psychotic and
more.” Duperry was not armed, but
was considered dangerous.

Androscoggin County Sheriff
Joseph Laliberte said the inmate ran
from St. Mary’s while his blood
pressure was being taken. He was
under the supervision of a sheriffs
deputy, Richard Boyde. Boyde said
the man ran onto Campus Avenue
in front of John Bertram Hall and
onto the Bates campus. He was last
spotted on Russell Street, before
being later apprehended.
DuPerry was caught at 11:36 pm
at his girlfriend’s apartment on Bates
Street, after police received an
anonymous tip.
Duperry was being held awaiting
trial on charges of attempted rape,
gross sexual misconduct and aggra¬
vated assault. Police say he will also
be charged with escape.

Student-Alumni group will stage phone-a-thon in May
By Felicia Hoeniger

Staff Reporter
An estimated 100 students will
call nearly 2,000 alumni during the
week fo May 10, asking for dona¬
tions to Bates in the first Bates Con¬
nection, a program organized by
senior Heather McElvein, chairper¬
son of the Students-Almuni Com¬
mittee.
The idea of asking for the dona-

tions came from the success other
schools in the area have had with
“phonathons,” said Phil Lee, assist¬
ant director of development for
annual giving. He cited Wesleyam
Dartmouth and UHN as examples.
According to McElvein, the stu¬
dents will be organized into teams
completing for as-yet unspecified
prizes on the basis of percentage of
calls and amount raised.
Both McElvein and Lee stressed

Party closed for serving minors
A male sophomore was taken into
custody by the Lewiston police Sat¬
urday evening and brought to the
police station for further question¬
ing concerning his attempt to enter
Milliken House through a first floor
window during a party there.
The student was spotted by a pass¬
ing cruiser and when the officers
attempted to question him, the stu¬
dent fled on foot. He later returned
to the same window where the offic¬
ers apprehended him.
Bates security was contacted and
Assistant Dean James Reese accom-

panied the security officers to the
police department. Reese said he
requested college security to bring
him along.
The Milliken party was closed
down by security on the request of
the Lewiston police department.
According to Associate Dean F.
Celeste Branham, “we are consider¬
ing the case now and don’t know
what action will be taken, if any."
Allegedly, Milliken was selling
tickets at the door to minors. The
house may go on probation if party
sponsors are found guilty.

the importance of the Bates Connec¬
tion in developing stronger BatesAlumni ties. McElvein said, “the
most important thing is how many
of the alumni we reach give. We’re
concerned with making the connec¬
tion; reconnecting alumni to Bates.”
“Both numbers of students calling
and alumni are conservative esti¬
mates,” said Lee. The number of
alumni they will attempt to reach is
contingent upon the amount of stu¬
dent interest and involvement. Sev¬
eral students are already working on
the project, such as senior Leigh
Graham, who is coordinating the
paper work for the project. Any stu¬
dents interested in helping out are
encouraged to contact McElvein.
Lee said that originally they had
planned to coordinate students and
alumni on the basis of common
Bates interests. Currently, however,
the program does not encompass
that. The students will be provided
with a random list of alumni which
will contain a brief sketch of the
alumni’s academic extra and curric¬
ular interests at Bates.

Lee specified that the money
raised in this venture will be given to
the annual alumni fund, which is
unrestricted and undesignated. In

the past the fund has been used for
scholarships, lectures, facelty salary
increases, and the renovation of
Hathorn Hall among other things.

NEW YORK
Style

• Sandwiches
• Dinners
• Pizzas
“We do it the old fashioned way” at:

Vesipucci’s
“The home of the best pizza money can buy”

84 Pine St., Lewiston

786-4535
HOURS: Mon.-Thurs. 10-11; Fri. & Sat. 10-12;
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Members of the Maine contingent at Malcolm X Park. Student/Scarpaci.

Bates group joins Washington
El Salvador demonstration

Police barricade blocks White House front. Student/
Scarpaci.

1th the Anf f-

Leftist demonstration outside the park.
Scarpaci.

(Continued from Page 1)
arrests, and police promptly separ¬
ated the two factions. Two busloads
of Metropolitan Police soon
arrived.
The Spartacists stood outside the
park chanting “leftist rebels must
win the war, U.S. out of El Salvador”and “victory to the leftists.”The
coalition yelled back: “No draft, no
war, U.S. out of El Salvador.”
While many charged that the socalled peace coalition was also pro¬
leftist, organizers claimed their goals
were to call a halt to U.S. military
aid and to assist in the initiation of
peace negotiations in El Salvador
between the leftist guerillas and the
ruling government.
Some participants were unhappy
with this focus.
“The leaders of the rally were not
into what the people wanted,” said
Terry Martin of Colby College.
“Some speakers were too far to the
left, seeing revolution as a means
and not peaceful negotiation.” Tom
Riggs, a Bates freshman, added
“they (the speakers) were too radi¬
cal, not representing the views of the
people.” But Bates Professor of Psy¬
chology Robert Moyer said that the
“main purpose of the rally was
presence.”
As the rally at Malcolm X Park
continued, the number of people
there grew. By 2:30 pm, when the
march to the White House, which
was to climax the event began,
scores of demonstrators were still
climbing the many stairs to the park.
Two helicopters hovered over the
marchers as they walked to the exec¬
utive mansion, passing through
Washington’s Latin American sec¬
tion. People leaned out of windows

or left shops to watch the crowd,
some ultimately joining in and
others just standing bewildered.
Banners carried by the marchers
flowed down the streets as if carried
by the currents of a river and traffic
jams piled up on adjacent Columbia
Street and Connecticut Avenue.
The march culminated at the
White House, where protestors were
met by rows of police in riot gear.
Included in the crowd were moth¬
ers with children, hippie radicals
from the 1960s, older Americans
and Viet Nam veterans in
wheelchairs.
After the rally, Riggs commented
that he was “amazed at the number
of people who showed.” Martin,
noted “people wanted peace, not
revolution.” Andrew Kransdorf,
also a Bates freshman, added that he
“didn’t feel as strong a bond as I
should have or would have liked to.
Twenty-three thousand people is a
lot, but it is nothing considering the
number of people in the U.S. People
are .not getting fired up enough.”
Moyer said, though, that “when
people are willing to leave Maine on
Friday and get back Sunday, it says
something.” Senior Ben Marcus
added that he “didn’t think much of
the speeches at the end—but I never
do.”
The Lewiston-Auburn El Salva¬
dor Coalition and other Maine
groups said this week they have no
concrete plans for new activities, but
will continue to meet on a weekly
basis for planning and discussion.
Clergy and Laity Concerned, whose
Maine division coordinated this
state’s efforts and transportation,
dates from the days of protests
against the war in Vietnam.

Police officials film the march. Student/Scarpaci.

March’s intent is summarized on demonstrator’s
back. Student/Scarpaci.

The third rally since ’69 for Batesies

Demonstrators file into Malcolm X Park. Student/
Scarpaci.

Saturday’s rally was the third in
which an organized group of Bates
students, staff and faculty have par¬
ticipated in Washington since 1969.
On Saturday, Nov. 15, 1969, 32
Bates students joined an estimated
800,000 others in a march on the
capital to protest the war in Viet¬
nam. On-campus opposition to the
war began later in the year.
The Bates marchers convened at
Arlington Cemetery for the March
on Death the night before the 1969
event, each wearing a placard with
the name of an American soldier
from Maine who had died in
Vietnam.
The same slogans used in 1969—
chants like “Hell, no, we won’t go"—

echoed in Washington two yearsago
last week when, on March 28,1982,
16 students joined a march against
proposed registration for the draft.
An estimated 30,000 protesters
turned out for that demonstration.
Organized by the New-York
based Mobilization Against the
Draft, the 1980 rally featured promi¬
nent politicians, entertainers and
activists each discussing their views
on President Jimmy Carter’s pro¬
posed registration for the draft,
which was signed into law neverthe¬
less three months later.
The Bates participants served as
marshals for the march and demon¬
stration at the 1980 event.

Heavy police protection kept leftist demonstrators
from peace march. Student/Scarpaci.
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RA accepts new budget in surprise vote
(Continued from Page 1)
soning was the subject of criticism
from Hildreth. “We listened to
their logic that the same amount of
money is available for co¬
sponsorships,” he said, but the CA
must be certain of having funds in
order to operate. “We cannot
afford to deal with that kind of
uncertainty.”
He said that although the RA
admitted to having made mistakes
this year in the allocation of the
special activities funds, “the RA
thinks it can cosponsor just as well
as we can. That’s so far from the
truth.”
He said he feels there is
“obviously something wrong” with
the budgetary process. “We didn’t
get the money we expected, and we
deserved it,” he said. “The solu¬
tion,” he said, “is that the process
has to be more representative. 1
would even urge faculty members
be active. The committee is either
unknowledgeable or just biased in
certain ways that they didn’t repre¬
sent the student body.” He added
that “the budget process definitely
needs an overhaul.” Weisstuch said
she felt the “committee members
inexperience” played a “big part”
in the budgets, adding that their
were other factors involved.
“We’ve all been shafted basically.”
she said.

said, “There’s no way in the world
we can bring decent minority
speakers with the budget was
received.” According to him, many
speakers do not want to come to
Maine to speak. He added that
there is also a “limited selection of
exceptionally good black speak¬
ers.”'
Members of the Forum on
Human Awareness said they were
“actually quite satisfied” with the
allocation they received. Forum
member Gail Johnston said that
their budget was also the result of
an agreement with the Budget
Committee. “As far as our budget
was concerned,” she said, “we had
no complaints. As an RA member,
I was shocked,” she said. “1
couldn’t beleive when people voted
it in without letting people say
what they came to say.”
Another RA member, Doug
Campbell,also criticized the RA’s
decision. “I feel it was a railroad
job. Lots of people did not want to
sit around and argue about the
budget. It’s a sad situation where
some RA members aren’t willing to
devote a couple of hours to what
every were elected to do.” In his
view, he said, “it was a very irres¬
ponsible and disappointing way to
end. It may be writing the rules, but
it’s not fair to rule out those who
have greivances.

Battle
of the
budget
The new accocation for the
Afro-Am Society was reached as a
result of an agreement with the
budget committee, said Afro-Am
Vice Prsident-elect Tim Jones.
“We settled for an amount in the
second meeting, (with the budget
committee), when we saw the
increase, he said “New President
Angela Cowan, and Eric (Hill)
decided they were satisfied with the
new budget.
Jones said “we will try to utilize
ourselves more than we did in the
past because what we were doing
was bringing up speakers and not
making a good enough impression
on the campus to attract big
enough crowds for the next
speaker, our goal being to
strengthen the organization inter¬
nally and to make ourselves more
visible so that the freshmen and
sophores would know us and what
we stand for better when next
year’s budget comrd stounf..”
He said he feels that the budget
committee must be diverse. “In
order to have a good committee,”
he said, “you need people who
attend events given by various
organizations because if you’re not
involved in the campus life then
you wouldn’t know how important
certain groups are to the campus
community, for example, CA and
Afro-Am. Personally, one third of
the people on the committee I’ve
never seen before in my life, and I
usually go to events on campus.”
Jones said he thinks the budge¬
tary process should be “closed to
freshmen. “I’m not taking away
from their abilities, “he added,“but
it’s due to their lack of campus
awareness. Your’ve got to remem¬
ber they’ve only been here a short
time, but I still have respect for
them.”
The budget cuts may result in a
“a reduction in the caliber of
speakers, which we had mentioned
to the Budget Committee,” Jones

Chris Scully, treasurer of the
Chase Hall Committee said “CHC
can probably work within the
budget, but it will mean higher pri¬
ces or reduced diversity, some reduc¬
tion of quality.” He said he feels the
budget process should be changed.
“I would like the RA or the Budget
Committee to come up with some
recommendations to change the
process, since that obviously doesn’t
seem to be Working.”
Scully expressed “hope that the
student body would find some way
of making a new budget process,
rather than an appeal to the EAC.
It’s unfortunate,” he said, “to have
that happen because you’re bringing
in the deans to solve a student pro¬
cess.” He added that he was “totally
amazed” by Monday’s meeting. “It’s
unfortunate people didn’t have a
chance to say one word. The RAdid
a great disservice to the people
involved and ultimately to the entire
campus.
Similar sentiments were ex¬
pressed by Outing Club Vice Presi¬
dent Dave Wolf. He said he was
happy with the OC’s allocation. “I
was pleased it got passed, he added,
“but I was disappointed they didn’t
have a discussion before.”
He said he felt there was a “breach
of parliamentary” by allowing
motion to vote before moving to
close discussion. “It was a bad choice
not only by individuals running the
meeting,” he continued, “but by
those around who were not even
aware.” Wolf said he feels the gen¬
eral budgetary process is “good.” He
suggested that “it might that if peo¬
ple are concerned about too many
underclassmen they should think
about revision. You can’t blame the
people on the committee. They go
exactly on what clubs put in their
budgets. If they aren’t clear, what
can be done but to make the appro¬
priate cuts.”
“The Film Board is pretty happy,”
said Film Board Treasurer Cathy

Tuxbury. She said that her organiza¬
tion demonstrated that it had had its
“best year ever. We’re the only
organization that provides alterna¬
tive entertainment every week,” she
said. According to her, as a result of
the allocation the Film Board
received, next year it may be possi¬
ble to show Star Wars and Raiders
of the Lost Ark.
Head Projectionist Todd Ander¬
son agreed, saying he felt this year’s
Budget Committee was “one of the
best in recent years.” He said that the
budget was “overall, pretty good. It’s
too bad some people had to be cut,
but as long as it wasn’t us.”
Arts Society member Janet Serrin
said “the Arts Society found out
what the reasoning behind the cut
was, decided it was okay, and
accepted the proposal.” That alloca¬
tion remains unchanged from the

Afro-Am
Bates Arts
Campus Association
Chase Hall
Film Board
Forum
The Garnet
Government Club
Interfaith
Legal Studies
Medical Arts
The Mirror
New World Cltn
Outing Oub
Rep. Assembly
Rob Players
Ultimate Frisbee
WRBC

1980-81
5,000
1,750
10,115

1981-82

1982-83

Change

Request

5.200

4.100
1,350

-1,100

7,260

20,350
4.500
1.500
1,700
150
150

21,200

-500
-1,200
none

3,650
11,300
25,500

+225
none
none

4,860
4.140
1,700
2,500

0

0

0

50
13,800
1.200

IZ300
675
6,685
2,420

1,850
11,300
4.500
1.500
1,700
300
950

7,100
2,300

0

700
200

4,990

7.500

235

amount which was disputed at the
first RA meeting.
Serrin explained that the future of
the group was uncertain, because
most of its members will be partici¬
pating in Junior-Year Abroad next
year. She said the group will work
with the $350 operating budget
which it has received, and if its mem¬
bership is sufficient, it will ask for
the extra $1000 which has been set

10.100
21,200
4,725
1,500
1,700
950
1,150

+650
+200
+250
+ 100

250
150
15,000
1,320
7,900
3,505
1,000
300
7,800

+

1,200
+ 120
+800

1,897
250
150
22,785
2,585
8.140

+ 1,205
+300

5,000
1,900

+ 100
+300

900
8,070

aside by the budget committee for
that purpose. Serrin said she agreed
with the committee’s sentiment that
because of the Arts Society’s small
size, it should go to other organiza¬
tions for cosponsorships, rather
than trying to fund cosponsorships
itself. “It shouldn’t be a problem,”
she said, adding that her organiza¬
tion is not happy, but we’re not
going to complain.”

Lewiston mayor attacks Reagan budget cuts
by Derek Anderson
Staff Reporter
Lewiston Mayor Paul Dionne
spoke critically of the Reagan
Administration Tuesday night at the
concluding lecture of the BatesLewiston Heritage Week, sponsored
by the Campus Association.
“New Federalism will mean fewer
funds for cities and states. This
means fewer programs and services”
will be available to the public,
Dionne said. “A cursory look shows
that if programs are to be continued,
they will have to be financed by state
and local governments. This pro¬
vides us with a challenge.”
Dionne blamed the Reagan
Administration for the high rates of
unemployment that are being felt
especially hard in the Lewiston area.
“Lewiston now has a 10 percent
unemployment rate. This presents a
monumental problem for the city.
The Reagan policies have brought
about the unemployment." Correct¬
ing the problem “has to be a major
priority,” Dionne said.
He added, “I am hopeful, but
doubtful that the economy will
improve” under the Reagan policies.
“New Federalism will require a
new dimension if cities are to main¬
tain” themselves, since Reagan’s pol¬
icies mean that “programs have been
eliminated, cut back or transfered,”
Dionne added.
On the outlook for Lewiston,
however, Dionne said, “Lewiston is
as well off economically as any city
in Maine. We need better jobs and
more economic development, how¬
ever. We must create alternative
sources of revenue. Economic devel¬
opment is truly the key” for a pros¬
perous future.
Dionne said that “Bates College,
by its mere presence, is an asset in

Lewiston Mayor Paul Dionne. Student/Hall.
developing the Lewiston economy;
however, there is untapped potential
on both sides. We need to encourage
participation.”
Dionne said that relations
between the college and the city,
could be improved by holding more
forums, such as the Heritage Week
series, by increasing participation in
volunteer programs, by interesting
students in Lewiston and Maine
politics and by having more cultural
and social events that would interest
both students and city residents.
Dionne commented on the city’s
proposal to have the college pay a

fee for community services by say¬
ing, “the initial reaction was negative
because this institution is not
required to pay anything; it is tax
exempt.” Dionne said that an agree¬
ment had been reached, however, in
which the college would make a
“contribution in kind” instead of a
monetary one.
Of his job, Dionne said, “mayors
are the most visible and accounta¬
ble” public officials in the country.
“We are at the level of government
where we directly affect the people’s
daily lives. Daily contact is the excit¬
ing, interesting part of my job.”

Lottery fraud case closed without decision
The investigation of alleged fraud
in the senior lottery has been sus¬
pended after deans failed to turn up
any “hard evidence” in the case.
Senior women looking for singles
in Whittier House and on the second
floor of Cheney House were told at
the lottery that those rooms had
already been taken when in fact they
were not filled until later by other
women with lower numbers. Associ¬
ate Dean F. Celeste Branham said
that “over 20” women were called
into the Office of the Dean in the

course of the investigation. Accord¬
ing to sources, the numbers involved
were those between 147 and 300 in
the senior U ;ery.
Branham said her investigation of
the incident has ended because “the
evidence was insufficient upon
which to base administrative
action.”
But The Student has learned that
at least two women were suspects in
the case, one a senior resident coor¬
dinator and one a junior who has
been named to an RC position for

next year.
Assistant Dean James Reese
echoed that the deans had found “no
hard evidence to bring any charges.
The investigation was extensive, but
didn’t yield any hard evidence.
“There is still some doubt,” how¬
ever, Reese said.

Give to the
American Cancer
Society.
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RA budget: the committee’s defense
Mark Lewis

mittee, he said, but of the student
body. “My decisions as a member of
the Budget Committee are going to
affect me also... No one in his
right mind has the purpose of screw¬
ing themselves. I have to live with
my decisions next year. Seniors who
are upset do not.”
According to Porter, the Budget
Committee was chosen “from a pool
of applicants” by himself, RA Presi¬
dent Jim Tobin, and RA VicePresident Simantha Costello. The
RA then ratified those choices, he
said. “The Budget Committee was
elected to be representative of stu¬
dent opinions, so we represent stu¬
dent opinion,” he said. “It should

vien. “The freshman-senior spread
was really beneficial because they
could be objective regardless of what
Jeff Porter, chairman of the
group
they were in.” McElvein said
Representative Assembly Budget
she didn’t think it was fair to have
Committee told The Student this
the same people on the Budget Com¬
week he feels his committee has
mittee year after year. Andrea Geldone its job well.
furso, a junior, said she had “an
“We felt we had come up with a
awful lot of respect for clubs and
budget that best fits the needs of the
organizations
because they do an
campus,” he said. “I’m glad the RA,
awful
lot
that doesn’t get
by their vote, has shown that this
recognized.”
budget does the student body jus¬
“The size of the committee was
tice.” In his view, he said, the pur¬
what
made it function so well,” said
pose of the Budget Committee is to
junior
Larry Lackey. He said he felt
“come up with a proposal that will
that a smaller committee would lead
suit the needs of the entire student
people to question its diversity,
body and present a diverse student
while a larger one would hinder its
activity program. The RA Budget
Jeff Roy (1) and Jon Hall. Student photo.
rapport with various organizations.
Committee has done that, and sub¬
“I can see they would also do a better
mitted a proposal to the RA.and the
job with a larger budget funded by
RA has passed that proposal.”
the administration,” he said. “ When
Porter said he feels that the fact
the committee
got 5 percent and
that the budget was passed quickly
Two juniors have been named to
Hall has worked on The Student
tuition went up 17 percent, that’s a
by the RA, with no open discussion
serve as editor and assistant editor of since 1979, serving as photo editor
very
important
point.”
“just shows there was very little
The Bates Student during the 1982- all three years. He has also written
Porter pointed out that the 83 adacemic year.
opposition on the part of RA, which
film reviews for the Arts section.
budget was no longer the responsi¬
showed up in force for this (second)
Hall worked for the Mariner news¬
bility of the Budget Committee.
meeting.” Twenty-eight members
Named by the executive board of paper group in Marshfield, Massa¬
“Last week it was the RA budget
were present out of 51. He added
the newspaper to serve as editor next chusetts during the summer of 1981
proposal, this week its no longer a year was Jeff Roy, currently a senior
that “as chairman of the Budget
and for his prep school newspaper.
proposal by the committee, it’s now reporter in the Sports Department.
Committee I considered the meet¬
He also has experience as a news
the RA’s budget. As for us defend¬
ing’s brevity a show of great support
Assistant editor will be Jonathan intern at WEEI-AM Radio in Bos¬
ing it, it’s past that point.”
for the budget. As a student at large I
Hall, currently photo editor.
ton, an all-news CBS affiliate, and
The position of Budget Commit¬
feel that some of the people who
Roy has served as a sports writer with the Massachusetts Lawyer's
Jeffrey Porter. Student/Hall.
tee chairman goes with the office of with the Milford Daily News in Mil¬ Weekly.
voted against passing the budget on
Monday night would have sup¬ have been the purpose of the RA in RA treasurer. Porter said he sought ford, Massachusetts since 1977. He
The two will assume their duties
ported it had discussion taken electing the Budget Committee to the position of R A treasurer because was a news reporter for WPI News- immediately after graduation. De¬
place.” When asked whether he elect a group that represented he was active in the RA during the peak at Worcester Poly Tech, which partment heads and section editors
would have liked to see organiza¬ diverse student opinion.” He added, first semester, and he thought he he attended before transferring to will be appointed by August and
tions given an opportunity to discuss “if they didn’t do it, then the RA could “do an equal or better job” Bates.. A sociology major, Roy staff reporters will be selected in
wouldn’t have passed the budget than any of the other candidates. He
their budgets, he said, “I really didn’t
hopes to pursue a career in law.
September.
because they are representative of said his involvement in student gov¬
care because I know the budget was
student
opinion
also.”
Committee
ernment stems back to the beginning
just.” He said that he felt a discus¬
member Lenny Morrison agreed, of his high school career. He served
sion might “have helped some peo¬
saying he feels “diversity of partici¬ on the student advisory committee
ple who were unsure.”
pation needs to be brought out in a to his local school board for two
Other members of the committee
group
like this because we’re decid¬ years, and he also served as a dele¬
expressed similar views. Freshman
ing
budgets
for so many diverse gate to various student educational
Scott Freeman said, “no process is
Bates novice debaters finished Dartmouth and the University of
groups on campus.”
committees on the state and regional
ever perfect, but this works. We
their season in impressive fashion by Northern Iowa.
obviously got a budget which was
Another committee member said level. He also served as treasurer of placing third in the National Novice
The Bates team defeated Northacceptable. There might be com¬ she felt that next year’s budget pro¬ his school’s speech team. “In order
Championship Tournament last weastern University in the octafinals
ments, but this is going to work.” cess will generate more interest to send its members to various
weekend.
and bested Cornell University in the
Freeman said that the committee among the campus in general. Bill national tournaments, it had to raise
quarterfield, both by ananimous
did not necessarily feel that the
The tournament, limited to debat¬ decisions. The duo lost a close twoDriscoll added, “my feeling is that approximately $20,000. I was in
revised budget was better than the some of the budgets were presented charge of that effort,” he continued.
ers in their first year of competition, to-one decision in the semifinals to
original one, but the budget was red¬ sort of halfheartedly. Next year peo¬ “While $20,000 isn’t $85,000, it’s still
was hosted by Wayne State Univer¬ Dartmouth, finishing in a tie for
rawn because the. Budget Committee
sity in Detroit. Fifty teams from third place with the University of
ple are going to realize they’re going a great deal of money. The same
represents a wide group of people, to have to produce a good budget, responsibility and skills are required
across the nation competed in the Kentucky.
and they were opposed to the
annual event. Bates freshman Glenn
put some work into it, and confer for both jobs.
Graham was selected as the
budget.” Committee member Lenny with next year’s officers.”
Graham and sophomore James Ellis eighth-place individual speaker
“As for my qualification? at this
Morrison said he didn’t feel the
reached the semifinals of the tourna¬ among the 100 debaters participat¬
Porter said that the budget com¬
school,”
he continued, “you can see I
“quality of Bates student life next
ment before losing a split decision to ing. Also competing for Bates were
mittee had been criticized for not
year is going to be all that much
Dartmouth.
making its meetings open to the pub¬ spent a great deal of time in student
freshmen Paul Rosenthal and Scott
compromised.”
Graham and Ellis posted a record Warren.
lic. This is not true, he stated. “Every government in high school, and at
Freeman said he felt that criticism
single hearing with every organiza¬ the statehouse in Boston. Testifying of six wins and two losses in the eight
This is the third time in six years
of cuts made by the committee are
tion was open to the public,” he said. and lobbying aren’t strangers to me.” preliminary rounds defeating the the Bates debaters have reached the
unfounded. “We had an opportu¬
University of Michigan, Harvard, final four of the National Novice
According to him, others had Besides the RA and the Budget
nity to see the budgets that a lot of charged that the Budget Committee Committee, Porter is also involved
Florida State University, the Uni¬ Championships, and the sixth con¬
other people haven’t had, and we
was making value judgments. “You with WRBC, the College Republi¬ versity of Iowa, the United States secutive year in which Bates teams
had the opportunity to have insights
Naval Academy and the University have advanced to the elimination
can criticize the fact that value judg¬ cans, the Hillel Society, and the
because we had people in here to
of North Carolina, while losing to rounds of the tournaments.
ments were made,” he continued, extracurricular activities committee.
discuss with them the merits of their “but this committee was open to
budgets.” Because of the nature of every single member of this campus.
the budget process,“disagreements
That’s proven by the fact that there
The next step in the student activi¬
week, however, that this year’s prop¬
are bound to take place,” he said. He
were members of every class of this ties budget process is the delibera¬
osal will undergo serious review and
called those disagreements “very
committee."
tion of the Representative As¬
may
not be accepted by the EAC.
healthy.” He added that “the per¬
The committee could only allo¬ sembly’s proposal by the Extracur¬
Several
extracurricular groups have
sonal stuff should be left out.”
cate $85,000, Porter said, although ricular Activities Committee. The
already begun to lobby EAC
Porter agreed. “Money brings out
there were about $116,000 in EAC will meet Tuesday at 3 pm.
members in opposition to the prop¬
the worst in everyone,” he said.
requests.”Obviously no one is going
osal,
which was approved by the R A
“People just get very defensive when
to say some of the programs pres¬
If the EAC approves the budget Monday night.
they have to present their views not
ented us weren’t noteworthy. Let’s proposal without major revisions,
only to us, but to everyone else... I
go on the assumption that every sin¬ the package will be sent to Vice Pres¬
The Extracurricular Activities
didn’t know the worst got that bad.”
gle program presented to us was ident for Business Affairs Bernard
Committee includes two members
He said the fact that committee
noteworthy and deserves fun¬ R. Carpenter, who will arrange for
of the RA Budget Committee this
members “put up with personal
ding. .. We had to make a decision the distribution of funds as pro¬ year as well as the president of the
attacks and bickering they shouldn’t
taking all budgets into account, posed. If the budget package is
RA: Jim Tobin, Jeff Porter and
have had to put up with if they were
what is the best way we can serve the rejected, it goes back to the RA for
Heather McElvein. Also on the
paid $10 an hour” shows that the
needs of all students on this campus further action.
committee are Paul Marks and
committee members were dedicated
as far as diversity and views to be
Nancy Gerstley. Faculty members
and unbiased.
presented.”
Sometimes called a “rubber include Leland Bechtel, chairman,
“An argument that you’re really
Other committee members said stamp,” the EAC seldom rejects
Martin Andrucki and Jolyon C.
screwing the student body doesn’t
they felt that the present budget pro¬ RA-proposed budgets. Some mem¬
Sprowles. Ex-oficio members are
hold water,” Porter said. He is not
cess was valid. I think it’s a good bers, who have asked to remain
Associate Dean F. Celeste Branham
only a member of the Budget Com¬
process,” said senior Heather McEl anonymous, told The Student this
and Carpenter.
Staff Reporter

Editor, assistant named for 82-83

Debaters finish third
'■ national championship

Next step: EAC
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The Music Beat

Glazer highlights College-Community concert
Spring Concert presented by the
Bates College Community Orches¬
tra. Featuring pianist Frank Glazer.
Conducted by Marion Anderson.
Saturday, March 27 in the college
chapel.

ing momvements. First violinist
Mariam Smith, ^5, second violinist
Courtney Early, ’83, and violincellist
Jessica Ryan, ’83, were each out¬
standing in the performance of their
solo parts.

The walls of the crowded college
chapel rang with the euphonic, clas¬
sical melodies of Bach, Vivaldi and
Beethovan as the Bates College
Community Chamber Orchestra,
conducted by Marion Anderson,
presented its Spring Concert Satur¬
day night. The highpoint of the even¬
ing was the presence of pianist
Frank Glazer, who delighted his
audience with this extravagant dis¬
play of expertise on the keyboard
during the orchestra’s rendition of
Beethovan’s Choral Fantasy, the
concert’s most impressive selection.
The evening began with a gener¬
ally well-controlled performance of
Bach’s energetic Brandenburg Con¬
certo Number Three, played by a
string orchestra consisting of three
violins, three violas, and three cellos
accompanied by a string bass.
Although the violins were slightly
flat in some areas when attempting
the bold runs of scales toward the
end of the piece, the combined
orchestra was able to commendably
display the characteristic spirit for
which the piece is recognized.
The dark tones of Vivaldi’s Con¬
certo Grosso in G minor then filled
the air as the Chamber Orchestra
executed the second selection. The
major feature of this piece was the
use of the trio of solo string instru¬
ments, whose parts alternated
emphasis throughout the four vary-

In the final selection, Frank
Glazer immediately won the admira¬
tion of the audience as he skillfully
displayed the improvisational,
dreamlike quality of Beethovan’s

Choral Fantasy. The exciting,
unending variety of themes, along
with the distinct marches continued
to astound listeners as Glazer’s
piano melody was joined by the rich,
colorful sounds of the entire orches¬
tra. The majestic voices of the welltrained choir, consisting of Bates
students and faculty and some
members of the Androscoggin Cho¬
rale, provided the piece with the
exulting finish that served as a per¬

fect conclusion to the brilliantly exe¬
cuted extravaganza.
The standing ovation received by
Marion Anderson, Frank Glazer
and the Community Orchestra was
well deserved. The conductor, musi¬
cians, and choir left ther audience
quite satisfied with the evening’s ren¬
dition of the works of three great
composers.
Julie Vallone

Don't be caught
Khigh-less
Earl Klugh, Crazy for You, Lib¬
erty Records 1981.
For those who aren’t acquainted
with jazz quartarist Earl Klugh don’t
be alarmed; only recently has his
name been ushered into the limelight
of he populour. Since the majority
of jazz guitarists play some type of
electric guitar, and almost all of
those remaining choose a steel string
flat top (“folk” guitar), it is easy to
pick out the soft sounds of the classi¬
cal guitar that Klugh uses. Flere’s a
quick description of this guitar’s
essential differences in sound.
The folk guitar’s steel strings, stiff
wood and heavy bracing give it the
ability to project with far greater
volume than the classical guitar.
However, the combination of nylon
strings and thin wood with light
bracing employed in the construc¬
tion of the classical guitar give it the
capability to produce a more natu¬
ral, acoustic sound. Its loss of
volume is well compensated by the
delicate tone produced from the
greater vibrations in the wood.
Enough of the technical; the bottom
line is that Klugh’s mastery on this
instrument is an enjoyable departure
from the norm.

“solo work ... is a
relaxing way to prepare for
the last-minute cram ...”

Modem dance concert: a joy of music
Modern Dance Concert: Thursday
night, April I, through Sunday,
Schaeffer Theatre.
The Bates Modem Dance again
proved why they are the best student
dance company in Maine. Their
show last night was a wonderful suc¬
cess highlighted with talent and orig¬
inality throughout. The program had
nine pieces, all created by Bates stu¬
dents who did everything from cos¬
tumes design to the actual dance it¬
self.
The first piece entitled “Ap¬
proaching Flight” by Stephanie
Anne Weiss, was as gentle and flow¬
ing as the name hinted. The three
women dancers moved gracefully
along with the music of Chuck Mangione and the dance ended as
smoothly as it had started.
The second piece featured the en¬
tire group of choreographers in a
dance entitled “Gnicnad” which
they all contributed a part in the de¬
sign. From subtle facial contours to
hand flexing, the piece was humor in
movement as the group moved to
Earth, Wind, and Fire’s “Let’s
Groove” and just as the dance was
climaxing ended with the group con¬
cluding “never mind!”
The third piece by Rick Boynton
was a wonderful piece called “The
Joy of Collaboration.” Set to Billy
Joel, the piece was a story of subtle
personalities working together. From
the child to the hooker, it was a story
of all facets of life being highlighted
out of the society around them. The
dancers did a great job and Boynton
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should be congratulated for a job well
done.
Rick Boynton was also a feature in
the next piece entitled “Minutes”
featuring music by Rick Wakeman.
Choreographed by Barbara Doug¬
lass, it was a “follow us, we’ll show
you” dance. In the classic style of
comedians like Charlie Chaplin, it
was frantic energy involved in a “fol¬
low the leader” game. When the
game was up, so was the dance, just
as the title indicated.
After intermission “Childhood’s
End” by Allen Lord was presented.
To music by Emerson, Lake and
Palmer, it was a story of growth into
maturity, and all the pain, mistakes,
and sorrow that accompany it. One
by one, the members of the childhood
group leave childhood and venture
into life as an adult, leaving behind
the hurts and mysteries of childhood.

The next piece, “Women” by
Sharon Saltzgiver, featured music by
Bates’ own Chris Bums that was
composed especially for the dance.
The dance was a statement on the
pains and joy of being a woman in the
currents of life against a backdrop of
reality, as seen through the altera¬
tions that our minds put in front of
reality. It was a dance full of emotion
and the dancers conveyed this ex¬
tremely well.
“This is WRBC” followed next,
and was also a dance by Sharon
Saltzgiver. Danced to a reading of the
local news by Margaret Orto, the
dance was superb recognition of the
general apathy that people show to
events that go on around them. The
dancers, who were all dressed in var¬
ious forms of black and white,
showed no emotion what-so-ever to
the news around them, but just mer¬
rily moved to the dance of life.

Modem Dance show continues through Sunday.
Throughout the weekend, the
Modern Dance Company will pres¬
ent “Close Encounters and Near
Misses.”
Composed of original dances by
Bates students and faculty, this show
captures a spectrum of emotion
through music from Bach to the
Talking Heads.
“Close Encounters and Near
Misses” is divided into two pro¬
grams. Program A will be per¬
formed tomorrow at 8 pm, while
Program B will be tonight at 8 pm

and Sunday at 2 pm.
The Choreographers are Connie
Bonner, Barbara Douglas, Ste¬
phanie Anne Weiss, Richard Boyn¬
ton, Robert White, Mark Regalbuti,
Richard T. Wood, Allen Lloyd,
Diane Peschier, Sharon Saltzgiver,
Ana Maria de Garavilla and Marcy
Plavin.
Performances will be held in
Schaeffer Theatre. Tickets are $1.50
for students, Bates staff, and senior
citizens and $3.00 for general
admission.

The last piece on the program,
“Variations in White” was danced to
the electronic version of Bach’s
Brandenburg Concertos. And the
dance, choreographed by Marcy Pla¬
vin, the dance instructor, was a per¬
fect piece in relation to the music. It
played on the music, and if one ex¬
pression couid describe the dance, it
was the visual version of the music.
Overall, the dance concert was
fantastic. With the lighting design by
Michael Giannitti, it is a show worth
seeing more than once. I hope that
everyone will get a chance to see this
wonderful example of an artform that
is as hard to perform as it is to create.

His latest release, Crazy For You,
varies in its use of instrumentalists
and contains full orchestration in
five of the eight compositions. The
album’s first song, entitled “I’m
Ready For Your Love,” has theelctric guitar, bass and drum parts
covered by Ray Parker Jr. (of Raydio fame) and therefore can’t escape
his style being imparted on it, but
that is not to say that it has lost
anything in the translation.
If you’ve never heard of an instru¬
ment called a vocorder, Ronnie Fos¬
ter’s use of it on the second tune. It
works on the same basic principle as
the talk box (Peter Frampton’s
forte), but with a lot more subtle
approach.
Following this is the bass work of
Louis Johnson on “Twinkle”—and
it’s tremendous. A full orchestra
makes itself obvious on the Rain¬
maker,” with an overrall sound in
the vein of Mangione’s Live at the
Hollywood Bowl album.
The last song of the album, and its
title cut, is terrific background music
within prominent work on guitar
and brass by Phil Upchurch and
Charles Meeks, respectively.
Non-jazz listeners: solo work is
not lengthy and it’s a relaxing way to
prepare for the last-minute cram.
Jazz listeners: all 10 of you can get
together and pick out the vital con¬
tribution of each musician. There is
no lack of talent anywhere on this
album and there are enough differ¬
ent styles to suit individual tastes.
Earl to bed, and Earl to rise.

— John Marsden

—Bill Doyle

“Once Upon a Dream” by Connie
Bonner wasn’t so much a dance as it
was living rendition of childhood
dreams. Featuring a large cast, it was
the story about those little devils who
plague us into the land of sleep. And
just like a dream, it moved from one
sequence to another, all with the illogic of dreams. From the sandmen
to the nightmares that we encounter
and battle in our sleep, this dance was
all that dreams are made of. And, just
like in the movies, the dream is saved
by Prince Charming who rides in on
the white steed to save the day
(dream). This was this critic’s favo¬
rite dance and was representative of
the talent inborn in Bonner, who also
just finished a one woman play,
“The Belle of Amherst” (Student,
March 26).
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Burgess will return on Friday
Friday night, April 9, marks the
return of famed hypnotist and psy¬
chic Russ Burgess to Bates College.
Burgess wowed the crowd with
amazing and entertaining feats of
ESP and hypnotism in his previous
appearance during Winter Carnival.
This show will take place in the
Alumni Gym at 8 pm. Tickets are
$3.00
According to Burgess, he recog¬
nized his own psychic abilities at the
age of 17. By the next year he had
begun to practice hypnosis. He is a
registered parapsychologist and had
taught many seminars at universities
across the country. He has produced
two records and has a book in
preparation.
Undoubtedly, the key to Burgess’
success is his uncanny ability to com¬
bine showmanship with his hypnotic
and psychic skills. He put on a mas¬

terful show at Bates. He correctly
predicted the headlines of a news¬
paper one week in advance, foresaw
the sum of a nine-digit number com¬
piled that evening by the audience,
and performed many other startling
feats of ESP. He successfully hyp¬
notized about 20 members of the
audience and prodded them into
doing several delightful and some¬
times mischievous deeds in the pro¬
cess, all in good fun. He was also
quite effective with some post¬
hypnotic suggestions.
Burgess has a wide variety of
stunts and feats to keep his audience
entertained for the entire show.
There is never a dull moment. His
showmanship is flawless. Whether
or not one believes in ESP and hyp¬
notism or not the quality of the
entertainment is guaranteed to be
flawless.

—_Theater_

UConn players present German Faust
Faust by Joann Goethe, pres¬
ented by the University of Connecti¬
cut German Players, Friday March
2, Schaeffer Theatre.
In commemoration of the 150th
anniversary of Goethe’s death, the
University of Connecticut German
Players presented Faust, Part One
on the Schaeffer Theatre stage
March 2. Bates was one of 15 guest
performances the players staged
during this anniversary year.
This most famous work of
Goethe’s is based on the historical
figure of the 16th century who
allegedly had contact with the devil
through his use of astrology and
black magic. Goethe’s work deals
with dissatisfaction with life and the
striving for unattainable goals.
Entering into a pact with the devil,
Faust agrees that if the devil serves
him satisfactorily in this world, he
will willingly die and serve the devil
in the next. In Part One of Faust the
devil successfully leads Faust astray.

The Connecticut German Players’
production was well-done yet lacked
a certain professionalism. All char¬
acters spoke the German verse
clearly. However, there was a lack of
enthusiasm in the acting. Faust,
played by Kendall Smith, most not¬
ably lacked a forcefulness of charac¬
ter expected of this part.
The devil (Mephistopheles),
played by Sergio Bunin, looked
menacing in his black coat and tails
and tophat. His German was
accented, which added to the charm
of his part.
The innocent Gretchen, whom
Faust seduces, was performed by
Catherine Dudley. Her delicate por¬
trayal of the character never altered
throughout the play even in the most
important Garden scene where the
famous “Gretchen question” is
posed. In this scene Gretchen’s per¬
ception and courage did not come
through and in this respect hurt
Dudley’s overall competent per¬
formance.

The stage was simple with a raised
platform in the center and two pan¬
els off to either side. These two pan¬
els served as entrances and exists for
the characters as well as screens on
which English scene discretions
were projected. This effect was sub¬
tle and helpful although in one scene
a chair was placed in front of the
screen obstructing the spectator’s
view.
Scenes of special note were
“Before the City Gate,’’where Faust,
accompanied by his assistant
Wagner, sees a dog circling around
him. This dog, who later turns into
Miphisto must be imagined by the
audience. “The House of a Witch”
scene was similarly well-done and
Brigitte Moeller is to be commended
for her performance of the witch.
The production had many techni¬
cal flaws but was well worth attend¬
ing to be able to hear Goethe’s
masterful German verse.
Margaret Orto

ArtsDates
Concerts
Saturday, April 3, 8 pm:
Internationally-acclaimed
singer,
Paul Zim, performs Broadway hits,
Israeli rock and operatic favorites.
Jewish Community Center, ^Col¬
lege St. Call 6-4201 for more
information.
Saturday, April 3, 8 pm: Folksinger and songwriter Gordon Bok per¬
forms at Central School Audi¬
torium, Academy St., Auburn.

Spring dance tomorrow
This Saturday night features the
annual Spring Weekend Dance
sponsored by the Chase Hall Com¬
mittee. The band for this year’s event
will be Aces and Eights, one of New
England’s most popular and
respected acts. Aces’ material
focuses on the best of contemporary
dance rock, including the latest hits

by The Rolling Stones, Tom Petty,
The Moody Blues and others. An
open bar will be featured and every¬
thing begins at 9 pm. Springtime
dress is requested (that means that
you can dress as flashy or as casual
as you like). Tickets are $4.00 and
can be purchased in advance only in
the dinner lines.

DUARTE COMPANY
WORD PROCESSING:
COMPUTERIZED TYPING

TYPESETTING:
PPP The PRE-PREPARATION of Any and All
PRINTED Products

TYPE TELECOMMUNICATIONS:
The conversion of Word Processed Data to
Typeset Data over normal phone lines.

Dance
Friday, April 2, 8 pm: Bates Col¬
lege Modem Dance Company pres¬
ents “Close Encounters and Near
Misses,” (Program B) Schaeffer
Theatre.
Saturday, April 3, 8 pm: Bates
College Modern Dance Company
presents “Close Encounters and
Near Misses” (Program A) Schaeffer
Theatre.
Saturday, April 3, 10 am: Ram
Island Dance Center holds an Open
House, featuring jazz classes offered
by Adrienne Hawkins from Bos¬
ton’s Impulse Dance Company 25A
Forest Ave., Portland. Call 7732562 for details.
Sunday, April 4, 2 pm: Bates Col¬
lege Modern Dance Company pres-

Victor's
Seafood

ents “Close Encounters and Near
Misses,” (Program B) Schaeffer
Theatre.
Films

Sunday, April 4

Friday, April 2, 7 pm: Continen¬
tal Divide, Filene Room, Pettigrew
Hall.
Saturday, April 3, 8 pm: Contin¬
ental Divide, Filene Room, Petti¬
grew Hall.
Sunday, April 4, 8 pm: Continen¬
tal Divide, Filene Room, Pettigrew
Hall.
Friday, April 9, 7 pm: Stripes,
Filene Room, Pettigrew Hall.

10 am: Friends Meeting, Alumni
House.
4 pm: Roman Catholic eucharist,
Skelton Lounge, Chase Hall.
5 pm: Chapel Board, Rowe
Room, Commons.
6:30 pm: College worship, College
Chapel.
7 pm: “Alternatives to the Nuclear
Arms Race,” by Senator George
Mitchell. Chase Lounge.
7 pm: Math help for Math 105,
106, 205. Hathorn 206.

Friday, April 2

Monday, April 5

12 pm: Happy Hour - “Alcohol
and Sexuality,” a short film and
commentary by Susan Kalma.
Rowe Room, Commons.
3 pm: Math lecture, Hathorn 305.
4 pm: Medical Arts Society recep¬
tion, Skelton Lounge.
8 pm: Tale of Two Cities Party,
Chase Lounge, Chase Hall.

7 pm: Math help for Math 105,
106, 205. Hathorn 206.
7 pm: Pre-calculus workshop,
Hathorn 305 & 309.
6:30 pm: Chase Hall Committee,
Hirasawa Lounge, Chase Hall.
7:30 pm: Campus Association,
Hirawawa Lounge, Chase Hall.
7 pm: Representative Assembly,
Skelton Lounge, Chase Hall.

Saturday, April 3
Tuesday, April 6
3 pm: Tennis-Bates vs. Alumni,
Garcelon Courts.
9 pm: Spring Weekend dance.

7 pm: Math help for Math 105,
106, and 205. Hathorn 206.

Maine’s Larcesf JE4W &v»f>
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Chase Hall.
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ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
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Lewiston, Maine
783-0621
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417A Main St.
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Religion not a focal point of life at Bates for some, forum concludes
by Meg McNamara
Staff Reporter
Attempting to balance academic,
social, and religious aspects of col¬
lege life has been a “challenge” to
many students as Bates. At Monday
night’s discussion about “Religion at
Bates, “speakers talked about benef¬
its and difficulties they have encoun¬
tered in actively practicing their
religions while maintaining high
academic standards and relation¬
ships with others.
“I don’t feel the support of (reli¬
gious) community as I do at home,”
stated sophomore Heidi Lovett of
Hillel. She continued, “1 feel that
there aren’t that many people who
know about the Jewish religion,”
and said she remembers occasion¬
ally “feeling a bit alienated." Dru
Jaffe, ’84, a Unitarian Universalist,
mentioned,
“I sometimes feel
uncomfortable here - people ques¬
tion my religion because I don’t
attend services weekly.” Christian
Scientist Kris Pearson, ’82, added
that she has “found it difficult at

times without many other Christian
Scientists on campus.”
Although this sentiment of a lack
of support was expressed for the
most part by members of religious
groups not widely represented on
campus, Phil Tracy, ’84, and Roman
Catholic, added that he was “a little
disappointed with the atmosphere
here.” He said that last year he had
to go outside the Bates community
to find the “deep sense of spiritual¬
ity” he was seeking through weekend
retreats and similar activities.
Most, though, cited a positive
effect which the diversity of beliefs
and practices at Bates has had as
being a factor which “forced” them
to “be individuals” and make deep,
personal commitments or get “car¬
ried along with the tide.”
A different perspective was
offered by sophomore Earle Morse,
representative of the Bates Christian
Fellowship. “Bates has given me
quite a bit of support in my Chris¬
tian walk,” he said. He added, “stu¬
dents don’t even challenge me on my

faith - they don’t even question it.
The community (BCF) is here - we
just need people to come and join
us.” Morse indicated that the Fel¬
lowship has been striving daily to
offer a little more. Congregationalist
Fred Turkington, ’84, a representa¬
tive of the Chapel Board, stated that
he has “found college worship servi¬
ces to be an integral part” of his life
here at Bates. “It provides you with a
real chance to reflect on your values
and a time for prayer,” he said. Tur¬
kington continued, “Many students
feel pressured academically (for
time) or do not feel compelled to go
to services. You can make it what
you want - it has enhanced my reli¬
gious ties and broadened my
perspective.”

commented that people have let
other things take precedence” over
religion. Jim Fitzgerald, ’82, said
“there are two options people have to integrate your religious philo¬
sophy into your life or to separate it
and push it aside.” According to
Fitzgerald, “the best shot that reli¬
gion has is through the way that peo¬
ple live their various religions - to
spread through individuals rather
than through groups.”

Job information:
Overseas, Alaska. Excellent incorm
potential. (312) 741-9780, extensior
736. Phone call refundable.

J.DOSTIE
FULL SERVICE JEWELER
Sales and Service
4 Lisbon St. —Lewiston

Lovett noted a “kind of apathy
towards religion.” Along the same
line, Jaffe commented, “1 find that
people don’t give much thought to
their religion.” Tracy said he sees “a
few really dedicated people” who are
far outnumbered by the “amor¬
phous mass.” Senior Neil Jamieson

782-7758
MEMBER AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY

Most graduates are headed for a good
Only a Jew will influence the world.
While most graduates in the areas of Elec¬
tronic Engineering, Computer Science, Mathematics
and Languages are deciding on a career direction,
a select few are finding more than a career.
They are the graduates who will work in a
challenging environment where matters affecting our
national security are a part of our everyday activity.
They are the graduates who choose a career
with the National Security Agency.
From the very outset they will influence the
growth and direction of their fields of specialization.
You too, can experience the very same
opportunity and challenge in any of these NSA
career fields.
Electronic Engineering: There are
opportunities in a variety of research and development
projects ranging from individual equipments to very
complex interactive systems involving large numbers
of microprocessors, mini-computers and computer
graphics. Professional growth is enhanoed through
interaction with highly experienced NSA professionals
and through contacts in the industrial and academic
worlds. Facilities for engineering analysis and design
automation are among the best available.
Computer Science: At NSA you’ll dis¬
cover one of the largest computer installations in the
world with almost every major vendor of computer
equipment represented. NSA careers provide mixtures
of such disciplines as systems analysis and design,
scientific applications programming, data base
management systems,

operating systems, computer networking/security,
and graphics.
Mathematics: You'll work on diverse
agency problems applying a variety of mathematical
disciplines. Specific assignments might include solv¬
ing communications-related problems, performing
long-range mathematical research or evaluating
new techniques for communications security.
linguists: NSA offers a wick range of
challenging assignments for Slavic, Near Eastern and
Asian language majors involving translation, tran¬
scription and analysis/reporting. Newly-hired linguists
can count on receiving advanced training in their
primary language (s) and can plan on many years
of continued professional growth.
The Rewards at NSA.
NSA offers a salary and benefit program that’s truly
competitive with private industry. There are assign¬
ments for those who wish to travel and abundant good
living in the Baltimore-Washington area for those who
wish to stay close to home.
Countless cultural, historical, recreational
and educational opportunities are just minutes
away from NSA's convenient
suburban location.
Tb find out,
more about NSA
career opportune
ties, schedule
an interview ■;
through

your college placement office. For additional infor¬
mation on the National Security Agency, fill in the
information blank and send it to Mr. Bernard Norvell,
College Recruitment Manager, National Security
Agency, Attn: Office of Employment (M32R),
Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 20755.
An Equal Opportunity Employer. U.S.
Citizenship Required.

•

The National
Security
Agency

More than just a career.
•-*

I

I'd like more information about career opportunities with NSA. •
My Area of specialization is:
□ Mathematics
□ Electronic Engineering
□ Engineering Technology

□ Computer Science
□ Languages
Grad. Yr.-

Name (print)
Address
Phone No.
Degree Level
University
;iUTWOItJ

■■

-
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Letters to the Editor
Representative Assembly budget passage a tragedy for Bates
To the editor:
The Representative Assembly’s
vote to pass the revised student
activities budget, without any
chance for discussion, is a moral
tragedy for Bates College. It is
ironic, that a group of elected, reput¬
edly concerned students, who are
“representative” of the entire student
body could dismiss so quickly some¬
thing so central to the livelihood of
everyone associated with Bates.
Rumblings of the necessity to watch
the NCAA basketball game or the
Academy Awards were present
amidst the brief meeting. It was
unfortunate that the organizations
still dissatisfied with the budget allo¬

cations could not be given a hearing.
It is even sadder that the level of
representative abseentism was so
high for one of the most important
meetings of the year.
A number of active voices on
campus have suggested that the
budget dilemma is a reflection of the
conservative (i.e., economically and
philosophically) times. Indeed, with
the allegation that several campus
organizations should be more “cost
effective,” this certainly appears to
be true at a glance.
But it goes deeper than that. Con¬
servatism is reflected in that fact that

humanitarian organizations—i.e.,
those dealing with social service vol¬
unteer, cultural, and arts pro¬
grams—are the ones selected to
receive budget cuts. Are these not
the types of programs that President
(Ronald) Reagan and the Republi¬
can administration aim to slash?
Economic and philosophical conser¬
vatism is further reinforced by the
passivity expressed by the Represen¬
tative Assembly first in passing the
revised budget without a hearing,
and second, by the poor attendance
of those charged with elected
responsibility. As an institution of
higher learning, we should be open
to ideas and discussion. We should

consider the interests of the organi¬
zations receiving the cuts as well as
what the effects of it will be on the
student body. The students at large
have been shafted by their elected
representatives. Sure, nobody was
excited over the possibility of
another long budget hearing, but it
had to be done.
The Campus Association has
decided to appeal the budget, as
passed, to the Extracurricular Activ¬
ities Committee, the body given the
annual responsibility of accepting or
rejecting the budget passed by the
RA. I hope this group will be
responsive to the needs of the unfor¬
tunate organizations that have been

Budget Committee is “playing God”
To the editor:
As is probably well known by
now, there have been a few “prob¬
lems” with the student activities
budget proposed for next year. I
think it is important to ask a few
questions about what is going on.
A major question is—why any
cuts at all, for any of the groups? In
the March 1 agenda for the Repre¬
sentative Assembly (RA), the sec¬
ond item on the list is the meeting
Jim Tobin had with Bernie Carpen¬
ter, in which he found there would
be a $4,000 increase over last year’s
budget. The trustees themselves
thought that student activities were
important enough for this college to
justify an increase in acitivity fund¬
ing so that the all clubs could keep
pace with inflation, and so that no
club would have to suffer cuts. Jim
himself—the agenda says—would
put the additional money into the
regular bud get money f or “groups to
be funded through the budgets that
they submit.” Four thousand extra
dollars to be added to the regular
budget allocations. This is what the
situation was, and what the situation
was to be. Let’s look at what the
situation actually is.
With the increase in the money
alloted them, the Budget Committee
saw fit to cut back four clubs on this
campus. The trustees did not allo¬
cate the additional funds to the RA
budget so that the Budget Commit¬
tee could cut back whomever they
pleased. It was done to facilitate the
increased budgets that would be
brought to the budget Committee.
What would the trustees think about
this situation, in which four organi¬
zations had their budgets severely
cut, when there no need to cut?
What were the four clubs cut?

Afro-Am, Campus Association,
Bates Arts Society and Forum on
Human Awareness. Why were these
four particular clubs cut back? Are
members of the Budget Committee
in any of these clubs? What clubs
were significantly increased in their
budgets, and do the Budget Com¬
mittee members belong to any of
these clubs? Who on campus doesn’t
know that Afro-Am sponsored
innumerable events this year, and
co-sponsored many more, such as
Dick Gregory, Betty Williams, Elie
Wiesel—speakers who pleaded for
human awareness to this country as
to the world situation. Who doesn’t
know the Afro-Am sponsors the
most successful dances on campus,
the Triads? Who doesn’t know the
Afro-Am was largely responsible for
Black Arts Week and scores and
other events including films and
dance groups?
Campus Association (CA) is an
equally, if not more active propo¬
nent of human awareness and
human services programs. Big
brother, blood drive, many co¬
sponsorships on campus, often col¬
laborating with Afro-Am to provide
this campus with the best speakers
and program they can possible get.
Bates Arts Society tries desper¬
ately to introduce culture of some
sort into a culturally-barren environ¬
ment. Is this such a bad objective?
How many poets have been brought
to the campus with the help of the
Bates Arts Society? How many
musicians? Is there another club on
campus that even attempts a mas¬
querade ball?
Forum on Human Awareness is
exactly that—making humans
aware of things they might not oth¬

erwise know exist. Once again, its
support in areas like co-sponsorship
may not seem large compared to
Afro-Am or CA, but proportionally
they hold their own. Why then the
budget cuts? These clubs are invalu¬
able to the college community,
spending most of their time working
to improve our social environment.
A major budget increase has been
given to the Representative Assem¬
bly, oddly enough. This is a group
that the Budget Committee might be
interested in, mightn’t they? I don’t
believe there is a group less “cost
effective”than the RA. What sort of
ego glorification is the Budget Com¬
mittee attempting with this increase
in funding? Did they propose this
increase just to force more groups on
campus to come and be for some
funding for social events they want
to attempt on campus. Is that the
reason for this increase? I don’t feel
that most of the nonrepresentative
of the assembly want to have that
kind of power. And most of the stu¬
dents on campus don’t want these
ego maniacs who designed the
budget to have control of their
money—look what they proposed
to do with it! This is our money, the
students’ funds, that the Budget
Committee is playing God with, not
their own, which they may have for¬
gotten. Bates students would not tol¬
erate any kind of underhanded
tactics of the issue of theme Houses,
and they will not in this case either.
There is no rational explanation
for the actions of the budget Com¬
mittee, and I defy them to produce
just one enlightened reason that the
student body can view their actions
in. An unbiased reason for these pro¬
posed cuts in these tremendously
important campus organizations

does not exist. What has been
attempted are manipulations of stu¬
dents’ money on the part of a few
prejudiced individuals. What we are
witnessing is an attempt by an elite
body of people—the Budget
Committee—to exert their will over
the course of student affairs for the
next year. Bates College was
founded on principles diametrically
opposed to those at work in the
Budget Committee’s proposed bud¬
get, principles that Bates students
have always stood behind and made
as their own. These principles of
equality, democracy and fair play
were never shunted aside in the past,
and will not be shunted aside in the
present. The proposed budget goes
directly against student wishes, and
we will not rest until our money has
been properly and fairly distributed
among those organizations that
make campus life as good as it is.
Should a new budget proposal be
given us, the students, which shows
further attempts at subverting the
colleges principles of foundation, it
will be seen just how little apathy
and how much action this campus is
capable of. Before drawing up next
year’s new budget proposal, the
budget committee better take into
consideration the wishes of the cam¬
pus, and put aside the wishes of
themselves.
An infuriated
Mike Kenyon

cut, and in the case of the Campus
Association, can understand admin¬
istrative costs (including publicity),
the fact that if a program loses some
money it is not a failure, and the
humanitarian motives behind do¬
nating $313 of excess (unanticipated
in last year’s budget request) profits
to local needy organizations. The
committee will hopefully under¬
stand that Campus Association
costs in terms of administration can
not be cut back tremendously. What
will be cut back are socio-cultural
programs and co-sponsorship with
other campus groups.
The Campus Association’s dona¬
tion of $313, divided between the
Abused Women’s Advocacy Pro¬
ject, Task Force on Human Needs,
and the Western Older Citizens
Council met disfavor from the
members of the Budget Committee.
Again, these attitudes are a reflec¬
tion of the times. Three-hundred
thirteen dollars is a mere drop in the
bucket for a student activities budget
of $85,000. It was not a part of the
Campus Association’s $11,300 alle¬
gation to begin with. To keep that
money here at Bates, within the con¬
servative microcosm, I feel, would
have been against the ideals of the
organization. It was more in the
spirit of the humanitarian outlook
of the Campus Association to share
the unexpected good fortune with
Lewiston residents who are in need.
While money is not always the best
way to show our concern with the
Lewiston area, nonetheless it was a
gesture of goodwill that the organi¬
zations were thankful for. We are
now being penalized for helping
beaten women, feeding senior citi¬
zens, and aiding an organization
that lost much of its operating
budget to Reaganomics.
Before any deliberative body at
Bates makes another rushed deci¬
sion, the members should keep in
mind the effects of this decision on
the student body, the faculty, the
community, and the alumni. A
closed purse and a closed mind will
only turn around and affect every¬
one in the long run.
Melissa Weisstuch ’82
President
Campus Association

Guindon

Students will bear the burden of the cuts
To the editor:
college work-study cut by 28%, from
The Reagan budget proposals are $528 million to $398 million, elimi¬
disturbing to many segments of nating 250,000 student jobs, SEOG,
American society. Virtually every NDSL; and State Student Incentive
federal program, save those of a mil¬ Grants are zeroed out of the budget.
itary nature, faces significant fund¬ In addition: the Guaranteed Student
ing reductions which will reduce Loan Program will undergo major
their effectiveness, and in some alterations: doubling the origination
cases, absolutely paralyze them. The fee, replacing the $30,000 minimum
poor in our society, the unemployed, eligibility cap with an “unmet need”
and the old will feel the budget¬ formula which will be cost minus
cutting axe of Messrs. Reagan and family contribution and other aid
Stockman if they have their way.
sources, requiring borrowers to pay
Students in American will bear a market-rate interest, instead of the
significant share of the retrenchment current 9%, two years after starting
in federal fiscal support dictated by repayment; and removing some
supply side economics. For 1983-84 650,000 graduate students (more
fully one-half of student aid funding than half of those currently enrolled)
will be excised from present levels of from and GSL eligibility.
spending. The proposed cuts are as
All of this amounts to a revolu¬
follows: Pell Grants cut by 40% tionary change in the direction of
from $2,279 to $1.4 billion, elimi¬ higher education in this country.
nating over one million students; Ever since the end of World War II

there has been a major, albeit incom¬
plete, emphasis on democratic edu¬
cation which talent and ability
would sustain without undue regard
for socio-economic background and
restraint. The Reagan budget signals
a major retreat from that commit¬
ment.
It is a matter of significance for
the republic - one which deserves
careful scrutiny and response by the
citizenry. Whatever your position
on the issue it is appropriate to exer¬
cise your rights as citizens and write
to your representatives. In writing be
specific, do not rely on “form” let¬
ters, be brief, and be constructive.
This revolutionary retreat from
the goal of education for all who are
capable should not go unnotices.
James W. Carignan
Dean of the College

GoirtDotJ

e 1980 L.A. Times Synd.

Hi, there. Your best friend, Rodney, sold his list and
bought your name. Now I'm your best friend.
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_Editorial_
A travesty of ‘ ‘representative’ ’
What the Representative Assembly did Monday
night when they passed the proposed Student
Activities Budget without allowing discussion was
legal. It was a classic political move. It was beauti¬
fully conceived and perfectly executed.
It was a budget passed without consideration for
the school, but instead for the convenience of the
members of the R A. It did not benefit the members
of the groups who work so hard to provide Bates
with an extracurricular and social life but instead
served a grave injustice to their efforts.
The new budget is an attempt at appeasement,
and it fails in every regard. This is not the point.
Without open discussion, its implications were not
even superficially examined by an assembly whose
concerns seemed more to get on to other activities
of the evening than to give proper consideration to
this vital legislation.

Batik
of the
budget
And so, because RA members wanted to go
home and watch the NCAA basketball playoffs,
Campus Association got a SI,200 cut. Because the
Academy Awards were on TV, Afro Am will suffer
a $ 1,000 cut. The move made a travesty of the word
“representative.”
And they left with smiles on their faces, with
snide comments and grinning sneers. They aban¬
doned all responsibility for their crimes, in one
collective mass as the budget passed without
discussion.
In the few moments it took to pass the budget,
obviously, members could not have pondered the
implications of the act. Let’s help them out.
Okay, guys, here’s what you did: the organiza¬
tions which were so callously cut back will now
appeal the injustice to the Extracurricular Activi¬
ties Committee. You know what they’re gonna do?
They Ye gonna figure out that the students of Bates
College can’t handle the responsibility of determin¬
ing the budgets of their own extracurricular

groups. And you know what else? They’re right.
A lot of people care about this college. The RA
obviously doesn’t. They won’t silence opposition
by merely cutting off debate or clearing the room
for discussion, as had been threatened Monday.
TheyYe merely proving their detractors correct.
And now CA, Afro-Am, Forum and other
groups will have to go before this group for the
funds that have been cut this year. They’ll have to
play the little games that the RA loves to play. The
RA seems to feel that they’ve “won” some sort of
victory over their fellow students, that the political
machinations served all the rest of us right. No, it’s
proved us all correct. The RA represents no con¬
cerned students on this campus, no other group
except itself. Witness the $1,205 RA budget
increase.
It’s a crying shame. And yet, nobody seems to
have learned the lesson beneath all this muck.
Bates College changes slowly, and at the moment
everyone is still entrenched in hostility and con¬
frontation. This is not to suggest that the RA
shares the blame with anyone else: it’s solely their
own. They can’t even point to the Budget Commit¬
tee to blame. What the RA did, they did unilater¬
ally. And they were dead, dead wrong for doing it.
It’s time to make some changes. The most agree¬
able alteration would be to change the RA’s
makeup, to wipe it out and start again fresh. This
is, of course, unrealistic. Desireable, yes, but
unrealistic.
The budget allocations procedure provides too
much maneuvering room for RA fun and games. It
is at the source of the fissure that this injustice must
be stopped. The suggestions have been made; per¬
haps it’s up to the extracurricular groups to band
together and initiate this change. If it was left to the
RA, such an amendment would never get past the
committee stage. Budget time is too much fun for
that.
Beside, there’d probably be something good on
TV that night, and the assembly would adjourn
without discussion.

A tradition to be proud of
Bates President T. Hedley Reynolds likes to
show visitors in his Lane Hall office copies of old
college yearbooks from which black and female
faces peer in an era when institutions of higher
learning were predominantly composed of white
males.
It’s a tradition of which the school should feel
rightfully proud. But Bates still has a long way to
go.
Today, the college actually lags behind the rest
of the country, and for very practical reasons, in
the recruitment of black students, faculty and staff.
Lewiston is not an attractive place for blacks to
live, plain and simple. So they don’t.
As a result, on campus, ignorance persists
among the lily-white population from rural and
suburban New England townships. The situation
continues to improve. But now is not the time to
turn tail on this commitment.
Black at Bates published last week, is a tangible
example of pride in the heritage of a group of
college students. Together with administrators,
members of Bates’ black student community con¬
spired to produce a frank and honest evaluation of
their role at the college.
Next year, without the support of three black
administrators who plan to leave at the end of this
year—Pat James, James Reese and John
Jenkins—and with programs and services cut back
by budget limitations, the black community will
face challenges which are even more severe. An
emphatic affirmative action search—which some
might question as entirely egalitarian—will, never¬

theless, probably turn up black candidates for
these vacated positions, well-qualified black candi¬
dates. But, new to the college, there impact may be
overestimated.
What the black community at Bates is up against
is the ignorance of their peers. Blacks, Jews, inter¬
national students have all felt inborn, sometimes
unintentional prejudices directed at them by
friends and fellow students who are simply ignor¬
ant of the significance of the occasional reckless
remark or inappropriate comment. Bates is a small
community, and such things hurt our tiny society
as a whole. Education and continued exposure to
minorities may help to obfuscate this ignorance.
What the black community here has going for it
is a commitment—a commitment from within
themselves, a commitment from the administra¬
tion and alumni, a commitment from an admis¬
sions department which strives to maintain a
minority population against all odds. Bates com¬
petes with Ivy League schools and top-notch insti¬
tutions to attract black students, and does well.
Colleges such as Colby, under similar constraints,
have failed miserably to meet even informal “quo¬
tas” for minority admissions.
It is time for blacks at Bates to continue with this
sense of pride and responsibility which could pro¬
duce a Black at Bates, not to sink into the wood¬
work and allow ignorance to determine the
perceptions of their peers.
And it is time for Bates students, faculty and
administrators to continue in their emphasis on
minority admissions and support.

RA lacks sensitivity
As a senior and an active member
in several extracurricular organiza¬
tions at Bates, I feel obligated to
comment on the despicable manner
in which the Representative Assem¬
bly railroaded the revised budget
through their meeting on Monday
night._

Richard R. Regain
Obviously unwilling to discuss
and/or defend this negligibly
improved travesty of an activities
budget, the RA chose to shirk their
responsibility to this student body
by effectively precluding the airing
of grievances by dissatisfied parties.
This is a sorry comment on an
organization which purports to be
representative of the students of this
school.
Many organizations came to that
meeting in good faith in order to
voice their disputes. By voting to
pass the budget before allowing dis¬
cussion they made any ensuing
debate meaningless. This was a bold
slap in the face to the leaders of these
other groups, and the apparent glee
with which many appeared to cele¬
brate this “victory” was appalling.
Nothing was won except the satis¬
faction from the successful execu¬
tion of a cheap political maneuver.
Nobody won anything, folks. The
entire Bates community lost.
I think that many people have
sensed an insensitivety by the RA
Budget Committee towards the
activities and services provided by
these organizations. It is quite easy
to spot apparent waste on paper.
But I think this committee refused to
go deep enough. Those dollars lost
by the Afro-Am Society, the Cam¬
pus Association and the Bates Arts
Society represent an unnecessary
cutback of some of the things that

made life at Bates College in Lewis¬
ton, Maine a little more rewarding.
Who will take the responsibility
when there are a couple of less buses
for home at vacation time? Who will
suffer because Afro-Am cannot
afford to bring top-notch speakers
and performers to this campus?
How about the possibility of no
Beaux Arts Ball next year? Only
those who hide in a corner some¬
where will not be affected in some
way by these cuts.
The RA has seen fit to pass a
budget that rips the heart out of the
Afro-Am, the CA and the Bates Arts
Society. Is this a service to the Bates
community? No, it is a gross abuse
of power. The student body elects its
representatives to encourage discus¬
sion on important issues not to stifle
it. I am embarassed that an organi¬
zation which operates in such a
manner supposedly represents me.
Well, at least the RA came away
with a hefty $1,205 increase.
Nowhere in their constitution does it
state that they have any responsibil¬
ity for co-sponsoring extracurricular
events during the year. Many in the
RA labor under the false assump¬
tion that others enjoy coming to
them for needed funds. If the money
was in the right hands to begin with
there would be no need for this to
begin with. But that would mean a
lessening of power. And now that
they have this money I hope that no
organization on this campus will
sink beneath its dignity and ask for
co-sponsorship. Seek out other
avenues. With all that money left
over it will be incredibly difficult for
the RA to justify its own “costeffectiveness” let alone its lack of
sensitivity to this community.
Richard R. Regan is arts editor of
The Student.
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_Letters to the Editor_
Petitioning the Extracurricular Activities Committee
The following letter was sent to
members of the Extracurricular
Activities Committee and a copy
made available to The Student:
Members of the
Extracurricular Activities Commit¬
tee:
Please allow us to make our objec¬
tions to you concerning the student
activities budget that was accepted
by the Representatvie Assembly on
Monday, March 29. We think an

injustice was done to the Bates com¬
munity, and we understand that it is
within the power of this committee
to affect a change. We urge you to
strongly consider it your duty to
right this wrong.
The budget that was passed by the
RA was poorly conceived and
accepted without propter considera¬
tion of the implications. We believe
that the members of the RA Budget
Committee tried to undertake a
noble task ( i.e. to assist some

smaller student organizations with
the fat’ from larger organizational
budgets), but they naively thought
that the result would be equitable
with the direction that Bates stu¬
dents have been taking in past years.
This is a mistake. Student reactions
indicate a desire to continue with
cultural and community services
that the Afro-Am Club and the
Campus Association provide.
By placing the ability to accept or
deny requests for funds in the hands
of the RA, and away from service

The story of Passover
To the editor,
With the upcoming Jewish holi¬
day of Passover beginning Wednes¬
day evening, April 7, we are
submitting this letter for those who
have expressed an interest in the hol¬
iday. In America, Passover is cele¬
brated for eight days commemor¬
ating Moses leading the Hebrew
people out of Egyptian slavery, an
event which occured several thou¬
sand years ago.
Jewish families everywhere ob¬
serve Passover by telling the story of
freedom to their children at the Pas¬
sover seder. The traditional seder,
conducted the first two evenings of
the holiday, is a combination of

song, prayer and eating, remember¬
ing not only the redemption from
Egypt but also the destruction of
King Solomon’s Temple in Jerusa¬
lem. Today, families also incorpo¬
rate a hope for freedom for
oppressed people everywhere.
Matzah, a food eaten throughout
Passover instead of bread and other
grain products, is one of the most
well known symbols associated with
the holiday. The Hebrews escaped
Egypt on short notice and did not
have time to let their bread rise
before baking; the result was the flat
bread, matzah. Today matzah is spe¬
cially prepared from flour and water
without levening products. At the

seder other symbolic foods are eaten
to recall the bitter years of the
Hebrew people in slavery.
But Passover also celebrates the
renewal of life. It lends the hop>e that
soon all people will be free. We are
extending an invitation to all
members of the Bates community to
join us at an informal Passover
seder, sponsored by Hillel, in the
Rowe Room on Thursday evening,
April 8, at 4:45 pm. Please contact
one of us if you are interested in
attending.

organiations, the Budget Committee
incorrectly considered evidence
which points at the folly of this
procedure. The history of RA
appropriations had consistently
shown that the early bird catches the
worm, and unlucky clubs are left
hungry for money at the end of
semesters. The RA should not con¬
cern itself with allocating funds, but
should get on with doing its job :
making students’ lives at Bates bet¬
ter. The actions of the Food Com¬
mittee of the RA are an example of
the positive things we all expect
from the Representative Assembly.
We feel the Budget Committee made
value judgments on clubs based on
ridiculous evidence such as costeffectiveness and the neatness of line
item budget proposals. How can
you measure the cost-effectiveness
of a speech by Betty Williams? The

return from a visiting poet cannot be
rung up on a cash register, nor item¬
ized in a budget proposal.
The RA meeting on Monday,
March 29 was a farce. When the
motion was put to the reps to pass
the budget proposal, there was no
discussion allowed. None. Passing
by a vote of 15 to 13 shows a need for
further discussion, since even the
small number of reps present were
not clearly in favor of the budget.
This vote should be considered
defective.
We, the undersigned Bates students,
hope your committee will take the
appropriate measures, and rear¬
range the monies as allocated in the
RA Student Activities budget.
Thank you,
John B. Aime, 712
and others

Sincerely,
Russell L. Forman, Box 214
Heidi B. Lovett, Box 473, Box 536

Position Open
The Alumni Office has a position open for students interested in
working with the alumni secretary during Short Term to help plan
this year^ reunion weekend. The salary is S500.
The duties of the position include working with the officers of the
college to plan and direct reunion weekend June 11,12 and 13. The
student will coordinate food services, maintenance services, adminis¬
trative support, student involvement and special events for 1,250
alumni.
Term of office is half-time during Short Term and full-time June 5
through June 13.
To apply, deliver a one-page statement of application and interest,
the names of two people in the administration or faculty who can
evaluate your qualifications of the job, to the Alumni Office, Lane 2,
by April 9.
Bates College is an
employer.
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THE WORLD IS YOUR CAMPUS

AROUND THE WORLD: sails
Sept. 8, 1982 from Seattle —
Japan, Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong,
Indonesia, Sri Lanka, India, Israel,
Egypt, Greece, Spain.
ROUND THE WORLD voyages are planned for 1983.
More than 60 university courses, with in-port and voyage-related emphasis. Faculty from
University of Pittsburgh and other leading universities, augmented by visiting area experts.
Optional tours, including special lours into the People's Republic of China, available.
Participation is open to qualified students from all accredited colleges and universities. Semester
at Sea admits students without regard to color, race or creed. The S.S. Universe is fully airconditioned, 18,000 tons, registered in Liberia and built in America.

For a free color brochure, write: Semester at Sea, UC1S, University of Pittsburgh,
Forbes Quadrangle, Pittsburgh, PA 15260, or call toll free (800) 854-0195 (in
California call (714) 771-6590).
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